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Fan mail

What’s on this week
According to your friend who won’t stop talking about podcasts they listened to.

Another sporting event? Well, I just hope that 
the student media and politics people who will 
be competing in this soccer round robin haven’t 
had as many cheeseburgers as I’ve had this week, 
‘cause let me tell you, playing four half hour 
games of soccer on this diet would not be fun. 
Maybe I’ll take it easy and eat some fries on the 
sideline while I watch these weirdos run around 
for half a day. At least this is a fundraiser for a 
good cause — entry is by donation, and a better 
use of my spare change than a corporate like Mc-
Donald’s.

Sydney Uni Community Cup

When: Thursday 19 October, 9:30am – 2:30pm
Where: The Square
Price: Entry by donation

 
This party is supposed to be a super creative cel-
ebration to launch the 2017 edition of one of 
Australia’s oldest literary journals — I’m sure it’ll 
offer a welcome change in scenery after staring 
at the walls of my local McCafe for the last three 
weeks. The entertainment lineup — which in-
cludes live readings, performance art, film and 
some live jazz music — sure sounds better than 
watching the McDonald’s menu screens flick over 
every few seconds, too.

ARNA Launch Party
When: Thursday 19 October, 7pm
Where: Red Rattler, Marrickville
Price: TBA

If there’s one thing I’ll fault McDonald’s on, it’s 
the fact that it doesn’t sell beer. There’s only so 
many coke frappes and chocolate thickshakes 
a girl can handle before a brain freeze sets in. 
Maybe I’ll take a break from my coupon col-
lecting next Sunday afternoon and go to the In-
ner West Beer Fest instead — there’ll be seven 
local brewers there, and a bunch of DJs too! 
And y’know, if we drink enough beer, I’m sure 
everyone will want to go on a Maccas run af-
ter anyway. Maybe I can swindle my mates out 
of their Monopoly coupons while they’re being 
sick in the bathroom.

I’ve been wanting to go to this interfaculty run 
for a few weeks, but with the amount of McDon-
ald’s I’ve been eating lately I don’t know that I’ll 
feel fit enough! I jogged up the stairs the other 
day and could feel all the chicken nuggies swirl-
ing in my stomach, so this 5 kilometre run will 
be pushing it. Nonetheless, I’m sure the opportu-
nity to meet cool people from uni and work off 
a bit of my Maccas belly will be worth it. Heck, 
maybe I’ll even make a new mate out of it. I won-
der whether they’ll be up for a trip to Stanmore 
Maccas afterwards, or if they’ll give me their mo-
nopoly coupons?

Interfaculty Sport — 5 km Run

When: Wednesday 18 October, 2.30pm
Where: Oval No. 1
Price: Free

I’ve been planning my weekend meticulously in 
order to maximise my McDonald’s eating oppor-
tunities, but I think after having lunch at Central 
McDonald’s next Saturday I’ll have enough time 
to head over to Belmore Park and join in on the 
Marriage Equality Rally at 1pm. Even if it means 
I cut into my McDonald’s time, though, I think 
this is a much more important cause. Marriage 
equality now, Monopoly later.

YES March! Marriage Equality Rally
When: Saturday 21 October, 1pm
Where: Belmore Park
Price: Free

Oktoberwest 2017: The Inner West Beer Fest-
When: Saturday 22 October, 12pm – 8pm
Where: Factory Theatre, Marrickville
Price: $32

I grew up between places. 
First — the one-room apartment next to UNSW that 

looked more like an IKEA display (“I live in 20 square 
metres!”) than an actual abode. Then, a bachelor pad 
in Randwick with a hill inclined at 60 degrees that 
would take 10 minutes to walk down and a sweaty 40 
minutes up. Then somewhere else, then somewhere 
else, then somewhere else.

I always dreamt of living in a “normal” house: some-
where with a sprawling yard, and a white picket fence, 
and a nook in the living room where the sunlight’d hit 
perfectly at 4PM. I now live in a place that my 8-year-
old self who poured over my parents’ Domain maga-
zines would froth over, if he knew what froth meant. 
It’s a vision of classic suburbia — it’s got all those things 
I wished for, and it’s even next to a private boys’ school 
with hot pink uniforms they swear are cerise! 

But something feels off now. When I hang my whites 
out to dry, I can’t help but wring my hands as if they 
were wet linen. When I nod ferociously at my neigh-
bour’s tales about her daughter’s Berlin adventures, all 
I can think about is my own performativity. Am I smil-
ing too much? Enough? Will she bring up the fact that 
she heard me play the song Me & U by Cassie 27 times 
on repeat last night?

This issue is dedicated to this sense of suburban anx-
iety. It’s themed Hot Summer Nights because that’s the 
(very twee) phrase printed on the back of my favourite 
t-shirt, but also because every time I wear it, I remem-
ber days spent eating mushy apples in parks, chasing 
water hoses we pretended were dragons, and watch-
ing humid sunsets from too-warm sheets. I remember 
a time when suburbia was a fantasy, not a woe. I hope 
this edition helps you recall it too. MS

A good letter Another 
puzzling 
omission
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Dear Honi,

I am writing to commend Jazzlyn 
Breen for her article on growing up 
queer. Upon reading it, I was inspired 
to share some of my own experiences. 
As a person who also doesn’t appear 
stereotypically gay, I haven’t been sub-
ject to direct homophobia. However, I 
have still been affected.

Acceptance is hard; I have only re-
cently accepted myself as a queer per-
son despite knowing for ages. I would 
support gay rights but would deny 
being gay myself, hoping I would be 
fine. I’ll give you hint; I wasn’t. Having 
suppressed feelings and seeing homo-
phobia affected me even though no 
one knew.

The postal survey has especially 
been difficult. Finding out who the 
homophobes are is tough especially 
as it includes people I may have con-
sidered as friends. Now I am worried 
what would happen if they found out 
about me.

Queer people are more likely to take 
their own lives. It is time for equality. 
It is time to vote yes.

All the best,
Wilson Huang, BLAS I 

Dear Honi, 

There’s been a problem recently. A 
dire problem. There has been a num-
ber of serious discrepancies in your 
publications treatment of the all-im-
portant “puzzles page”. A few weeks 
ago at the behest of a disgruntled cit-
izen you decided to have 5 sudokus, 
rather than a regular crossword. 
Crosswords are integral to those who 
aren’t so number savvy but a once off 
change could be accepted. 

Except there were more strange 
happenings to come. Last week I sat 
down on the train to enjoy my weekly 
honi crossword only to be confronted 
with a large, plainly printed phallus 
on the only page that is required to be 
open for an extended period of time. 
This seriously hindered my enjoyment 
as in order to avoid social embarrass-
ment I had to forgo my trainride en-
tertainment. 

Then all this week I looked forward 
to a regular crossword, maybe even 
lending my hand to a little dabble 
in the art of sudoku. I read a few of 
the articles on my way through and 
then found myself strangely at the 
end of the paper. I though surely not 
and went through again. NO CROSS-
WORD, NO SUDOKU, NO PUZZLES. 

I was shocked that the venerable 
puzzle page has been relegated to an 
unimportant relic of a distant age. But 
it is not this archaic remnant, rather 
it is key to a newspapers constitution. 
It provides a break from the struggles 
of this tumultuous world, a repreive 
from thinking about a degree I may 
never finish, a true reason to pick up 
Honi and give it a read. 

Sincerely, 
A forgotten puzzle lover 
Lincoln 
1st year BArts/BEd

Got mail?
Send your irreverent 

responses and reverent 

rants to editors@honisoit.

com by 12pm each Friday 

for publication. Keep it under 

300 words and include your 

name, degree, year, and your 

first email address. 
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USU walks the line with gambling advertisement

Deputy Vice Chancellor 
(Registrar) Tyrone 
Carlin resigns

NICK BONYHADY

AIDAN MOLINS, MICHAEL SUN and MAANI TRUU

USU President Courtney Thompson 
believes that the email does not pro-
mote gambling.

“In terms of promoting gambling, 
there is no direct reference to gam-
bling anywhere in the content of the 
[email]”, Thompson said.

Graeme Hinton, chief operating of-
ficer of Racing NSW, which runs the 
TAB Everest, agrees with Thompson 
and added that “Heineken was not 
involved in any way with the email 
and there is no intention to promote 
their product”.

Earlier this year, TAB plead guilty to 
two breaches of the Betting and Racing 
Regulation after it handed out packets 
of jelly beans with promotional mes-
sages to commuters at Martin Place 
and Town Hall. The lolly packets did 
not include a disclaimer encouraging 
responsible gambling and may have 
been given to people under 18.

In its promotions for the Everest, 
TAB has courted similar controversy 

University officials, has overseen a num-
ber of controversial changes, such as the 
centralisation of student services from 
individual faculty systems to a Universi-
ty-wide student services system.

The new system has been criti-
cised for making it notoriously dif-
ficult for some students to receive 
special considerations.

One of his most significant projects 
was an attempt to make exchange op-
portunities more accessible. Carlin 
signed a number of mega exchange 
partnerships with universities around 
the world, and also spearheaded a 
failed attempt to shorten semesters to 
only twelve weeks.

He successfully proposed to 
lengthen winter holidays by two 
weeks, starting in 2019.

Earlier this year Carlin resigned as 
President of CPA Australia, a body rep-
resenting Australian accountants.

Last Saturday, all ACCESS members 
received a paid email from the Univer-
sity of Sydney Union (USU) promot-
ing the TAB Everest Race Day with a 
free performance by the pop star Ja-
son Derulo.

The Everest is sponsored by TAB 
— one of the largest betting pro-
viders in Australia — and the race 
grounds feature numerous opportu-
nities for betting.

The NSW Betting and Racing Reg-
ulation prohibits “gambling advertis-
ing that promotes the consumption of 
alcohol while engaging in gambling 
activity”. It also requires all gambling 
advertisements to include the web 
and phone details of Gambling Help 
NSW, which was not included in the 
USU’s email.

The USU email also features an ad 
for the ‘Heineken 3 House’, a spon-
sored bar, and a prominent image of 
three racegoers toasting their beers in 
front of a Heineken logo.

Vice Chancellor Michael Spence has an-
nounced the resignation of Deputy Vice 
Chancellor (Registrar) Tyrone Carlin 
from his current role.

In an email sent to University of 
Sydney staff last Thursday 12 Octo-
ber, Spence disclosed Tyrone’s decision 
to return to a teaching role within the 
Business School.

“While it is sad to see him leave his 
current role, I am very pleased that he 
will be able to return to his teaching and 
research,” the email reads.

Honi understands that this move rep-
resents a significant step down from his 
present position.

Carlin will remain in his current role 
until the end of the year, at which point 
the Registrar’s portfolio will be distrib-
uted among other members of the exec-
utive on an interim basis.

This makes Carlin the second Deputy 
Vice Chancellor to leave their position in 
the last two months.

Shane Houston, the former Deputy 
Vice Chancellor (Indigenous Strategy 
and Services), was stood down from his 
position on 24 August amidst rumours 
of a relationship between him and an-
other member of staff.

Spence assured staff that man-
agement would work hard to ensure 
that their activities were not affected 
by the change.

“This approach is intended to ensure 
minimum disruption and uncertainty 
for you and your teams, and provide 
an experienced member of the leader-
ship team with whom you can work,” 
Spence said.

Carlin, as one of the highest ranking 

by handing out packets of Byron Bay 
cookies at train stations.

Greens MLC Justin Field, who is the 
party’s spokesperson on gambling, re-
ferred the TAB to the government reg-
ulator for the jelly bean breach.

Honi understands that his office 
has asked the regulator to investi-
gate this new round of promotions, 
though it is not clear that any laws 
have been breached.

In its annual report, Racing NSW 
notes that it received almost $80 mil-
lion from gambling providers in re-
turn for access to racing events. That 
number does not include sponsorship, 
broadcast rights and other fees.

According to market research firm 
IBISWorld, the racing and gambling 
industries are facing  an audience 
that increasingly prefers digital en-
tertainment to the races. To preserve 
their market, the gambling and rac-
ing industries need to draw in young 
new punters.

The USU’s audience of 18 to 
25 year olds is a perfect fit for the  
industry’s needs.

Thompson defended the USU’s 
decision to promote the event. “Our 
main objective is to always ensure 
students have access to discounts and 
events that we think they might be 
interested in. And when you consider 
the diversity of our membership, that 
encompasses quite a lot.”

“Thoroughbred racing is an enter-
tainment event open to all ages”, Hin-
ton said. “Like other sports, wagering 
on racing is popular but not the only 
activity on a racecourse and not part of 
our messaging in this email in anyway.”

There are undoubtedly some stu-
dents who enjoy the races purely for 
the fashion and horseflesh. For others, 
that is likely not the case. In the most 
recent data from the NSW Office of Liq-
uor and Gaming, horse and dog betting 
was the second most popular form of 
gambling for problem gamblers.

Following a Fair Work Commission 
ruling in favour of the Community and 
Public Sector Union (CPSU), Univer-
sity management have issued an apol-
ogy to Grant Wheeler, the CPSU Uni-
versity of Sydney branch president, 
for sending an all-staff email which 
included his name at the bottom with-
out his consent.

After the National Tertiary Ed-
ucation Union (NTEU) reached an 
in-principle agreement with the 
university on their enterprise agree-
ment on September 21, an email was 
sent under the Vice Chancellor’s sig-
nature to all University staff.

The email announced the in-prin-
ciple agreement and included the 
signature of NTEU USyd branch 
president Kurt Iveson alongside 
Wheeler’s, despite neither the CPSU 
nor Wheeler himself having provided 
consent to the inclusion of his name.

According to an article posted to 
the website of the Public Service 
Association (PSA), the email “pur-
ported to be a joint announcement 
by the University, the NTEU Branch 
President, and the CPSU NSW Branch 
President” when, in fact, the CPSU 
had not, and still has not, come to an 
agreement with the university.

Wheeler told Honi, “the CPSU Branch 
Committee had decided that due to our 
members’ effective rejection of the Uni-
versity’s offer, and the University’s re-
jection of changes we wished to make 
to the all staff email, we were not in a 
position to endorse the email”. 

Upon notifying the University of 
their intention to take the matter to 
the Fair Work Commission, the CPSU 
“received correspondence from both 
a Partner and Senior Associate of 

ANN DING

Uni apologises to CPSU 
for misleading email

the law firm Clayton Utz, trying to 
convince us not to seek justice”.

Wheeler and the CPSU proceeded 
to take the matter to the Fair Work 
Commission, who “only took a few 
minutes” to rule that the University 
should “issue an all staff email (Cor-
rection Email), A. advising its staff 
that Mr Wheeler did not: I. agree 
with the content of, and II. consent 
to his name appearing on, the email” 
and “unreservedly apologis[e] to Mr 
Wheeler for publishing his name on 
the email of 21 September 2017.”

On Thursday 12 October, Jodi 
Dickson, the University’s director of 
workplace relations, sent an email to 
all staff. It reads, “The circumstances 
that led to this error were that… 
prior to the email being sent to staff, 
Mr Wheeler had provided the CPSU 
logo to the University and had re-
quested the addition of two words 
into the email”.

The email also states that “In all 
other respects, Mr Wheeler had con-
sented to the text of the email … 
Mr Wheeler was, prior to the email 
being sent, given an opportunity to 
indicate his preferences regarding 
CPSU endorsement … but unfortu-
nately it was sent to staff before Mr 
Wheeler could respond.”

“Although the email claims to 
apologise to me unreservedly, the 
CPSU believes that what follows that 
statement in the email is a series of 
reservations related to the apology,” 
Wheeler told Honi.

“We were ultimately only given 41 
minutes to discuss the matter [...] 
and report back before the email was 
ultimately sent. They did not wait 
for us to report back.”

The bureaucratisation of ethics?
KISHOR NAPIER-RAMAN

versities should follow to ensure eth-
ical requirements have been met, the 
guidelines also list certain groups of 
people to whom specific ethical con-
siderations might apply, such as In-
digenous people and children.

Ethics committees have good rea-
son to tread carefully, particularly 
when research has the potential to 
deal with such vulnerable groups. In-
deed, it is integral that research is con-
ducted in a non-coercive manner, so 
that subjects are treated with respect 
and dignity. 

Nonetheless, a consequence of 
this caution is the potential to place 
onerous burdens on researchers and 
academics. According to Meena*, a 
researcher in public health at UNSW, 
ethics committees often take an 
“overly bureaucratic” approach to 
qualitative research dealing with so-
called vulnerable groups.

“Any time you’ll approach a group 
that’s culturally diverse, they’re [the 
HRECs] waiting to pounce”.

In Mark’s case, this meant that 
his application was rejected on the 
grounds that both he and his supervi-
sor lacked sufficient connection to the 
particular Indigenous community he 
wanted to study.

Davis rejects the claim that ethics 
committees place more rigorous re-
quirements on research dealing with 
various vulnerable groups, but admits 

When Mark* sought ethics approval 
for his honours thesis on Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander politics, he 
found the University’s response re-
jecting his proposal “condescending” 
and “dismissive”.

Ethics committees play an inte-
gral part in any university’s research  
ecosystem.

Yet for many honours and masters 
level students unfamiliar with the 
world of academia, submitting an eth-
ics application can be an opaque and 
challenging process.

At the University of Sydney, all re-
search that involves human partici-
pants must be approved by one of the 
Human Research Ethics Committees 
(HRECs). The committees are made 
up of academics across a range of dis-
ciplines, along with medical and legal 
professionals, and lay-people.  

According to Professor Glen Davis, 
an expert in sports medicine and chair 
of one of the University’s three HRECs, 
the main role of such committees is 
to ensure that projects are consistent 
with the National Statement on Ethi-
cal Conduct in Human Research, de-
veloped by the National Health and 
Medical Research Council (NHMRC).

The NHMRC’s statement is the 
main guideline by which research 
ethics applications are assessed in 
Australia. As well as highlighting 
procedures that researchers and uni-

that there is “extra scaffolding” put in 
place by the NHMRC guidelines that 
they must consider.

“There are issues historically in Aus-
tralia [regarding Indigenous people] 
... that often some kinds of research 
has been what I would call ‘fly-in-fly-
out’ research.”

Nevertheless, Davis emphasises 
that only about 3 per cent of research 
proposals receive an outright rejection 
by the Committee. In most cases, the 
HREC will raise questions for the re-
searcher to answer to either the chair 
or the full committee.

Yet this process can be cumbersome 
and time-consuming, particularly for 
large and complex projects. According 
to Meena, the constant back and forth 
between researcher and committee 
underscores a process that is “more 
about saying the right thing and tick-
ing boxes” than “protecting the weak”.

In particular, Meena believes that 
many of the questions asked during 
ethics applications also highlight a 
lack of understanding by commit-
tees of the mechanics of how certain 
types of research, such as qualitative, 
ethnographic and cross-cultural re-
search, work. 

However, Davis maintains that his 
committee is “a fairly broad church”, 
with representatives from a range 
of fields from medicine to the social 
sciences. Additionally, all applications 

are reviewed by two people with ex-
pertise in the relevant area.

Yet despite their good intentions, 
HRECs do not necessarily have a 
greater claim to the interests of vul-
nerable groups than the academics 
trying to research them.

While the NHMRC’s guidelines 
contain a specific section on research 
involving Indigenous participants, as 
well as a number of requirements for 
the composition of HRECs, the com-
mittees are not mandated to have 
an Indigenous member. Despite this, 
Davis’ committee includes an Indige-
nous academic.

“There’s no rule [but] the chairs are 
aware of this, and try to seek broad 
representation”

Ultimately, researchers and com-
mittees both want to see good quality 
research that deals with subjects in 
sensitive ways.

When asked whether difficulties 
might arise when dealing with re-
search concerning vulnerable groups, 
Davis says;  “I wouldn’t call it more 
difficult, I’d call it more considered, 
more thoughtful”.

Nonetheless, as the NHMRC guide-
lines continue to evolve over time, 
consideration should be given to the 
potential for valid research to be sti-
fled in bureaucratic quagmire.

*NAMES HAVE BEEN CHANGED

Tyrone Carlin. Image: University of Sydney
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Campus Security: rights and responsibilities
SIOBHAN RYAN

Campus Security services are pro-
vided by an external body. Under the 
Government Information (Public Access) 
Act, the University is required to publish 
a register of any contracts it has that are 
valued at more than $150,000. One of 
these contracts is with Sydney Night Pa-
trol and Inquiry Co (SNP), “to provide 
security services to the University in key 
areas ... including Guard Services”. The 
current contract started on September 
1, 2015 and is set to end on December 
21, 2021 with an estimated amount 
payable, according to the register, of 
$30,524,700. It is not clear whether 
SNP provides all Campus Security ser-
vices or a portion of security guards.

In light of the NTEU and SRC in-
cidents, Honi asked the University 
about the extent of Campus Security’s 
powers. The questions addressed how 
and why students can be removed 
from campus, if personnel have to 
identify themselves or wear uniforms 
when giving orders, whether stu-
dents have to show identification if 
requested, whether Campus Security 
have the authority to confiscate per-
sonal items from people or their of-
fices, and the potential consequences 
when someone fails to follow an order 
from Campus Security. Honi also re-
quested access to any set of policies 
or procedures setting out the powers 
of Campus Security personnel.

The University’s response was: 
“Our Campus Security Unit (CSU) is 
primarily focused on student, staff, 
and visitor safety. Security staff con-
duct regular patrols across campus 24 

On Monday 25 September, two Na-
tional Tertiary Education Union 
(NTEU) members entered their of-
fices in the Margaret Telfer Building 
to find members of Campus Security 
confiscating their property. The of-
ficers ripped down NTEU posters and 
removed union-related material such 
as membership forms, stickers and 
badges from their workspaces.

USyd NTEU branch President Kurt 
Iveson complained to University Hu-
man Resources on the same day. Ac-
cording to his letter, “When staff tried 
to stop [the officers] doing this, the 
security staff informed them that they 
had been directed to remove material 
with any reference to any trade un-
ion from the workplace.” In response, 
the University admitted the incident 
had taken place, but said it was a 
mistake and apologised to the NTEU 
and the affected staff members. Some 
of the items were returned that Fri-
day, though many of the posters were 
crumpled and ripped. When Honi 
asked the University about the inci-
dent, a spokesperson gave no specific 
response about the incident.

The NTEU incident came just over a 
month after Campus Security person-
nel entered the Students’ Represent-
ative Council (SRC) offices and took 
student-made posters advertising the 
September 13 NTEU strike. As Honi 
reported at the time, the University’s 
comment only addressed the removal of 
posters that students had already put up 
on campus, and not their entry into the 
SRC office.

hours a day and have a close working 
relationship with NSW Police. As per 
the (Campus Access) Rule 2009, any 
person who engages in offensive con-
duct while on University lands may 
be asked by a University representa-
tive to leave those lands. They may 
then be apprehended or the matter 
referred to police.”

The University of Sydney (Campus 
Access) Rule 2009 “confer[s] upon the 
University certain powers in relation 
to persons coming onto a campus or 
other property occupied by the Uni-
versity”. It sets out the circumstances 
under which University representa-
tives, including Campus Security of-
ficers, can give out a “Termination of 
Licence Notice”, i.e. a written notice 
revoking their right to be on Univer-
sity land. One such circumstance is 
“unlawful entry” — coming onto the 
premises without the University’s con-
sent or staying after being asked to 
leave. “Offensive conduct” — behav-
ing in an offensive manner after be-
ing asked to leave the University — is 
another. The rule also allows Campus 
Security personnel to apprehend an-
yone who commits an offence while 
on University land and refuses to give 
their name and address and bring 
them to  the police. The rule also sug-
gests that Campus Security can infor-
mally, i.e. verbally without a Termina-
tion of License Notice, ask anyone to 
leave campus for any reason.

The University of Sydney (Student 
Discipline) Rule 2016 also sets out some 
rules regarding student conduct, with 

some examples relating to conduct 
with Campus Security. Part 6.3 allows 
University staff or “affiliates”, including 
Campus Security, to require students 
to temporarily leave a part of the Uni-
versity for a number of reasons. These 
range from a belief that a student’s con-
duct is impairing others’ ability to study 
or work all the way to a belief that re-
moving them is necessary to protect 
the health and safety of the others or 
prevent serious disruption or damage 
to property. Part 2 defines misconduct, 
which can include refusing to identify 
oneself or produce a student ID card 
to staff or affiliates, failing to comply 
with reasonable directions, and failing 
to leave a class, building, or part of the 
University’s lands when asked. This is 
by no means an exhaustive list, but it 
does provide some answers about how 
students are required to act in relation 
to Campus Security officials. Penalties 
for misconduct range from reprimands 
and fines to suspension or expulsion.

While these rules clarify how the 
University expects students to act, they 
say little about Campus Security’s re-
sponsibilities to students beyond out-
lining the reasons they can be asked to 
leave campus. It is unclear what respon-
sibility they have to identify themselves 
to students, for instance, or if they are 
required to wear a uniform while giv-
ing them, Honi has reported on secu-
rity officers working in plain clothes 
before. Given the NTEU incident was 
a mistake, perhaps clarifying some of 
Campus Security’s powers would pre-
vent such issues in the future.

A semester on from the centralisation of 
student services, what have we learned?
NICK BONYHADY

them it would not, leaving the student 
out of pocket, behind in their degree 
and with their scholarship at risk. With-
out proof of the first assurance, the stu-
dent had little ability to challenge the 
University’s new ruling.

In approving the entire student 
administration project back in 2014, 
the University identified the need for 
a “standard case management tool” 
to “enable virtual teams to access, 
update and share secure information 
related to a student administration 
case”. It is therefore all the more mys-
tifying as to why the project went live 
without that system in place. 

Outgoing Deputy Vice Chancellor 
Tyrone Carlin previously told Honi 
that he was aware of the omission 
and working to address it for limited 
classes of queries. 

2. Phone records show a system that’s 
largely working, but hide the details

The Government Information (Public 
Access) Act, under which freedom of 
information requests are performed 
in NSW, only allows access to exist-

Over the course of the year, Honi has 
reported on the reform to student ad-
ministrative services: these include 
the new centralised special considera-
tions system, the 1800 SYD UNI help-
line, and the closure of faculty student 
service counters. Documents obtained 
by Honi under freedom of information 
laws give a better sense of the inten-
tion behind the reform, and how its 
implementation has evolved.

1. The University considered the need 
for a case management system, but did 
not proceed with it

A leading complaint from Students’ 
Representative Council caseworkers 
and University administrative officials 
has been that students who receive 
inconsistent information from the Uni-
versity have no recourse because stu-
dent services do not record the infor-
mation it provides to students verbally. 
This lack of record-keeping has caused 
real issues. For example, one student 
told Honi that they were told an ex-
change subject would count towards 
their degree. Later, the University told 

ing records. Taking full advantage 
of that language, the University has 
refused to release information that 
it holds on its databases, maintain-
ing that such information is not a 
‘record’ until a report is run on the 
database and subsequently saved or 
printed. This prevented Honi from 
gaining a comprehensive picture of 
average in-person and call waiting 
times under the new student admin-
istration system.

However, in a commendable ges-
ture of transparency, the Univer-
sity has released some data on wait 
times from January to July 2017. In 
that period, wait times at the stu-
dent centre were just under 15 min-
utes and on the phone they were just 
under 10 minutes. Though revealing 
in some ways, the headline data is 
limited; it does not show wait times 
for different types of  enquiries. For 
example, one student told Honi that 
they attended the student centre late 
in semester one and waited for over 
two hours to receive a transcript, 
while other students who needed 
calculators checked before exams 

were seen in minutes. Information 
on the different queue wait times 
was not released to Honi.

3. Exams of the future

In its initial plan for student services, 
the University considered long term 
plans for two major technological 
changes to the way that exams are 
administered: video invigilation and 
automated student identification. 
The former would presumably allow 
a much smaller number of invigi-
lators to remotely monitor a much 
larger number of exams while the 
latter would do away with the cur-
rent paper slips on which students 
record their details. It’s easy to see 
why both of these proposals have 
not yet been implemented: the po-
tential for cheating is obvious.

The University is currently under-
taking a review of student administra-
tive services. A preliminary report will 
be delivered to the Student Adminis-
trative Services Project Control Board, 
which oversees the project, on 26  
October. 

I eye two brothers, waist deep in Horseshoe Bay:
Crimson, wearing their summer on their skin. 
(Today, they’re learning that catching a wave is like 
Being fitted with a pair of flimsy angel’s wings.)

Each time the fresh surf slices the swimmers in half,
The boys roar, limbs unhinged amongst the foam, 
Craning their necks, checking that the other hasn’t been swallowed up:
‘Oi! If you drown on me, I’ll show mum your Google history!’

(And I swear this part is true)

Their mother squats on dry land, oblivious.
She’s shucking an oyster over a paper plate,
Pleated skirt draped over her broad lap like a hammock
Cradling heat and curdled sunscreen. 
 

Google, what’s my future, beyond this mesh of blue?
Do I wait, clutching my bowl of browning fruit,
Halo of house-flies, binge-drinking spoilt milk,
Listening to him laugh outside my bedroom door?

Google, which is easier to master: transparency, or hypnosis?
Show me an acne cream made from coastline weeds,
Or better, teach me how to lucid dream. (Is it obvious?
That I’m holding his name in my mouth like a piece of gum?)

Google, I swear I heard you call for me, unhinged and glinting!
Has the weather always been this oppressive? I need syrup, or sweat, or
Wet earth caked beneath my fingernails: ten black crescent moons.
Google, when will I ovulate? Can I pay 10.99 to avoid reincarnation?
 

(Google, there’s a thick record of my search history someplace in California.
A pure woman faithfully presented, a sour month, a summer thwarted!
As I smear ointment on my sand-fly bites, you’re dripping in velvet, 
patiently waiting on the other side of the confessional box.)

Google Triptych
 RUBY HILLSMITH / Fiction 2nd place

Art: Eloise Myatt
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The blinkered race politics of Victoria & Abdul
AIDAN MOLINS / Movies about colonialism in 2017 still haven’t figured out how to not be racist

In 2017, the funding environment for films has 
become tumultuous and uncertain. Markets are 
changing, traditional revenue streams are clos-
ing off, and no one really knows what to do. One 
thing that remains a sure fire hit is nostalgic films 
that romanticise violent empires and forge lion-
ised heroes from their strange, unsympathetic, 
and uncharismatic leaders. In a version of capital-
ism that stresses that leadership and success must 
be earned with hard work and innovation, it is 
perhaps a refreshing change to return to the ven-
eration of largely inbred European royals as they 
lament the difficult positions their royal heritage 
has bequeathed upon them.

Nowhere is this more evident than in the 
widely popular UK hit Victoria & Abdul, which has 
grossed around US $25 million worldwide since 
its release. The film follows the budding friend-
ship between elderly Queen Victoria and her 
manservant-cum-guru Abdul Karim, a friendship 
which the film seems to admit was much more 
about sticking it to the monarch’s hated children 
than a genuine cultural interest.

Judi Dench, who plays Victoria, should defi-
nitely be praised for her performance which trans-
forms the aging empress, who wholeheartedly en-
dorsed the expansion of the British empire and 
the dispossession of indigenous land around the 
globe, into a sympathetic figure. Victoria’s char-
acter here is like a baby boomer version of Rick 
Sanchez or Walter White — characters whose 
quirky, endearing flaws and snappy put-downs ob-
scure fans from seeing their real status as a villain. 
However, unlike the creators of Breaking Bad and 
Rick and Morty, it seems pretty clear that the film’s 
director, Stephen Frears, genuinely intended to 

paint Victoria as some kind of hero. 
Despite an impressive performance by Dench, 

Victoria’s fascination with a heavily orientalised 
version of Southern Asian culture has all the per-
suasiveness of a One Nation diehard who claims 
they aren’t racist because they love butter chicken. 
In fact, it seems that is really what the film’s entire 
premise boils down to — that the Queen of the 
largest empire in the world at its peak actually 
isn’t racist because she has a brown friend.

But Victoria & Abdul’s tone-deaf attitude to his-
tory isn’t what makes it such a failure. Instead it’s 
the paradoxical task of being both heartwarming 
and a historically true film about empire, told 
from a white perspective. You can’t really do both.

Firstly, Abdul’s character is largely unexplored 
throughout the entire film, which is strange, con-
sidering the story of an Indian jail clerk who be-
comes swept up in the largest empire in world 
history would generate some newfound discover-
ies or insights. But it doesn’t. He begins the film 
loving the British empire, and at the end of the 
film, although it has taken all of his achievements 
away from him, he still loves it. He perfectly fills 
the one dimensional ‘eastern mystical healer’ ar-
chetype, and despite being a titular character, he 
doesn’t really change or develop throughout the 
entire film.

Thus, for you to actually enjoy the film, you 
have to sympathise with its real protagonist, Vic-
toria, which even for racially insensitive baby 
boomers, is a pretty hard task. At the lowest point 
in the film, we have to feel a connection with her 
sense of misguided betrayal when her despised 
son Berty reminds her of the 1857 revolt in In-
dia where several hundred Britons were killed. 

He pieces together for her that because Abdul is a 
Muslim, he must have some kind of camaraderie 
with the largely Muslim mutineers. It’s bad enough 
that the film never mentions the thousands of In-
dians who were massacred in that conflict by Brit-
ish forces, but we never are really allowed to sym-
pathise with Abdul, who is persecuted because of 
a conflict that happened before he was born.

In the end we are given all the emotional depth 
of an old aristocrat suffering a 19th century flavor 
of Islamophobia, and none of the emotional depth 
of the most interesting character in the film. It’s 
odd that a film that imagines so much history can’t 
elicit complex emotionality in what should have 
been its leading character.

If films about empire are going to be made from 
a white perspective, they need to seriously chal-
lenge their protagonists instead of creating light 
entertainment out of the idea that their actions 
were honourable or defensible. 

A different kind of catfish
HARRIET / A lesson on when it’s acceptable to make decisions based on how someone looks

I matched with Sam* on Tinder roughly three 
months ago. He seemed pleasant and attractive. Af-
ter a few decent conversations we added each other 
on Snapchat. For a few months we chatted, flirted 
and sent selfies, and eventually, decided to meet up.

The term “catfish” was coined after the 2010 
documentary of the same name, which became so 
successful it had its own spin off TV series . “Catfish-
ing” is pretending to be someone you’re not online 
— whether it’s pretending to be a different gender 
or age, using someone else’s pictures or using old 
pictures of yourself — in order to deceive someone. 

On the reality TV show, people regularly use pic-
tures of extremely attractive people to “hook” an-
other person into a romantic relationship. Unsur-
prisingly, they usually don’t turn out to be the model 
they say they are, to the dismay of the catfished 
(who usually end the relationship then and there).

I used to think that the people ending the rela-
tionships were shallow to dismiss these genuine re-
lationships and feelings over their prospective part-
ner’s appearance. Then I was catfished myself

After a few suggestions of meeting up, Sam finally 
invited me over to his apartment. I left work, ex-
citedly telling my colleagues of this cute boy I was 
hopefully going to hook up with. I hopped into a 
taxi, arrived at the waterfront apartment, and got 
buzzed into the lobby, to find myself greeted by 
someone I did not recognise. 

Unlike most catfishes, Sam was the person in the 
pictures he’d been sending. He had, however, used 
lighting, cropping, and angles so severely that he 
was unrecognisable. Physical features that stood-
out in person were somehow never apparent in the 
four months of selfies. A friend later asked if this 
was akin to wearing makeup or using filters to hide 
“undesirable” features. But this was different, I had 
found myself in the apartment of someone who 
looked nothing like the person in their pictures.   

We chatted awkwardly in his appartment for an 
hour, whilst I racked my brain with what I should do. 
I thought of having a friend call me and get me out 
of the situation, but I found myself panged with guilt 
and embarrassment for the thought that I should 
ditch the person I’d been flirting with simply because 
of how he looked. I pride myself on not being shallow, 
and I imagined how I would be judged if I bailed sim-
ply because of how he looked. And so out of fear of 
judgement, I had sex with him instead. Terrible, ter-
rible sex. The highlight of the whole encounter was 
that I got a lift home.

Afterwards I felt confused and angry.
He had purposefully duped me for his own gain, 

whether it was for friendship, the inflation of his ego 
or for sex. Looks may not be everything, but to de-
ceive someone is an entirely selfish act which taints 
their personality and any relationship that had been 
built. I was placed in an uncomfortable position 

where I found myself morally conflicted and afraid 
of the confrontation that could occur if I chose to 
leave. But when it comes to sex and consent, it is 
valid to bail for any reason, whether it is because of 
someone’s appearance or especially if it is because 
the partner has lied to you in one form or another. 

If they have deceived you once, what’s to say they 
won’t do it again. For me it did happen again. He chose 
to not tell me that the condom broke, and rather than 
getting a new one, simply decided for us both that he 
would use the “pull out method”, putting me at risk of 
sexually transmitted infections and pregnancy.

Whenever I tell the story people tend to sympa-
thise with my catfish. They feel sorry for him be-
cause he obviously doesn’t see himself as attractive 
if he goes to such lengths to hide significant things 
about his appearance. They ask if I would have 
swiped left knowing what he actually looked like. 
It doesn’t matter what I would have done, because I 
would have had the option to make that choice.

No one, however, has asked if he only swiped 
right on me because I am attractive. 

The morning after, I deleted him off snapchat; our 
only means of contact. Once again, I was worried 
about the judgement of others. What if people ac-
cuse me of being a bad person for ghosting him after 
having sex?

Finally, I realised that my comfort is more important.
*Name changed.

Online avatars: friendship in digital times
BRENDAN JAMES O’SHEA / This isn’t your parent’s internet — move over stranger danger, anonymity provides a cover for honesty

On December 15, one of the oldest instant messen-
ger programs, AIM, will be kaput.

As Alexandra Schwartz wrote in The New Yorker, 
AIM was a kind of ‘cafeteria and the clubhouse’ in 
the youth of digital natives – a function nowadays 
filled by Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter. In 2015, the 
American Pew Research Centre noted that 57 per 
cent of teens made friends online – and over a quar-
ter had made more than five. The internet is not just 
a place to keep in touch with our current friends, but 
rather it’s own meeting point. Regardless of how you 
feel about making pals online, it’s already a reality 
for many children and teenagers — and will be for 
many more soon.

Of course, there are horror stories. There’s an 
entire TV series, Catfish, centred on the idea that 
people on the internet may not be who they claim. 
The push for social media stardom can, as Seventeen 
Magazine reported in 2016, cause users to ‘act fake 

to boost’ their engagement — as was the case with 
Lauren Giralo, who originally found success as a 
Vine star. Giralo claimed she didn’t feel like she any 
real friends left online.

But then, perhaps the internet also opens us up to 
more honest friendships as well.

Friends on the internet might be separated from 
you physically — but often that disconnection can fos-
ter much stronger emotional ties. For over 40 years, 
Terry Gross, a name well-known to public radio die-
hards, has been one of the most prominent and prolific 
interviewers in the US. Aside from copious amounts of 
research, and a cultivated style from decades on the 
job, a huge secret to her success seems to be that she 
controls the degree of connection she has to her inter-
viewees. On her show ‘Fresh Air’, Gross sits the sub-
ject of her interviews in a separate room to her, talking 
through headphones rather than in-person. Whether 
hrough the medium she uses or her own personality, 

Gross’ interviewees frequently open up with searing 
honesty. The New York Times quoted Tim Gunn in 2014 
saying ‘I don’t know that I’ve said that to anyone’, after 
opening up to Gross about his past with mental illness 
on her program. Gunn isn’t alone in finding slightly 
depersonalised connections more conducive to genu-
ine emotional connections.

When asked by The Atlantic in 2014 about honesty 
in online communications, Cornell Professor Jeffrey 
Hancock claimed that people have more time to “con-
sider compassion” and speak more freely due to the 
anonymity that online platforms bring.

I have friends that I have rarely or never met — 
They are compassionate, disembodied voices hiding 
behind avatars. With them, I have time to articulate 
my neuroses and worries and insecurities in a way 
that I couldn’t if I was talking face to face.

In a real-world interaction, my voice would waver. 
I would backpedal – “it’s fine”, “nothing’s wrong”, I 
would insist.

But online we are part of a turn-based back and 
forth rather than a real-time conversation, and with 
the right disembodied voices we find ourselves con-
fiding secrets we would never utter in the light of day.

The internet is not perfect. Spaces like Twitter 
are notoriously abusive for some. Within the larger 
internet though, there are important communities. 
There, the internet becomes a medium for confi-
dences, a safe space where our internal insecuri-
ties can be verbalised to a compassionate ear. It’s 
not amateur psychology – it’s a bond of intimacy, 
the possibility of authenticity in anonymity. I have a 
group chat which buzzes throughout the day, a re-
lentless posting of anxieties and in-response support 
that would be impossible in real life, where it’s a lot 
more challenging to put our anxieties into words.

And it’s those friends I know in real life, the ones 
I sit opposite to at cafes and bars, are the ones I’m 
more guarded around. Perhaps I don’t want to be 
a burden, or perhaps there’s simply more meaning 
behind something if I wear my heart on my sleeve in 
broad daylight.

Perhaps, for most people, honesty is only some-
thing we can find in the dark.

Face off: Is workwear in fashion problematic?

JAMIE WEISS / Against

Workwear being in vogue in mainstream fashion is 
not a new phenomenon. Jacob W. David and Levi 
Strauss developed the modern denim jean to hold 
up against the harsh conditions faced by workers on 
Californian railroads, and now jeans are the most 
ubiquitous clothing item in fashion everywhere, 
from San Francisco to Tokyo. 

Youth fashion has always revolved around the 
transformation of the pedestrian to couture, with 
cost and availability dictating style as much as 
one’s creative flair. Punks originally started wearing 
leather boots and bomber jackets because they were 
easily found in military disposals. The grime scene 
has adopted tracksuits as their uniform because 
they’re comfortable and affordable — yet one does 
not need to be an athlete to wear Nike. Dismissing 

utilitarian clothing worn in a way it was not neces-
sarily intended to be worn as ‘problematic’ is just 
another form of classist gatekeeping. 

The reason workwear brands like Carhartt or 
Dickies have such popular appeal is arguably more 
a function of the quality of their manufacture and 
accessible price point, rather than some sort of pop-
ular predisposition amongst the ‘young and beauti-
ful’ to play make-believe as labourers. Admittedly, 

expensive high-fashion labels such as Vetements fet-
ishizing industrial attire and branding is a little on 
the nose, particularly when they charge hundreds of 
dollars for a sweatshop-produced cotton T-shirt that’s 
just ripping off a DHL logo. It is important for fash-
ion designers to have a social conscience, whether 
that means promoting realistic body images, steer-
ing clear of cultural appropriation, or indeed avoid-
ing the trivialisation blue-collar livelihoods — it 
shouldn’t be cool to “play poor”. But wearing func-
tional clothing such as workwear staples shouldn’t 
be a point of contention — surely dressing lavishly is 
more offensive than dressing practically. One trend, 
however, I’m sure we’d all be keen to see die, is stu-
pol hacks around campus wearing R.M. Williams 
boots. You’re not Banjo Patterson.

JOAN WALKER / For

Art: Momoko Metham

Art: Epine. The biggest laugh in the film comes when 
one of Victoria’s many butlers gets absolutely oblite-
rated for delivering her a rotten mango and you’re just 
like, “fuck I wish I were rich so I could do that.”

Fetishisation is no stranger to fashion; we see de-
signer after designer, event after event appropriate 
cultures, or, in this case, class, for the sake of aes-
thetic. And people lap it up. Most apologists will 
claim that fashion needs appropriation, that it’s 
not so bad to draw inspiration from other cultures, 
or pay homage to a particular group of people. Of 
course, what they fail to properly acknowledge is 
the fact that these fashion houses, and the individu-
als that later wear the pieces on the streets, do not 
care to pay homage  — they care to maximise profit 
and social capital. Who cares about the stupidity of 
donning the blue-collar uniform when they have 
been deemed ‘in this season’? 

That is why elevating workwear to fashion is 
problematic. Everything in the West is, to varying ex-

tents, problematic, but especially the trend that ap-
propriates blue-collar workwear. Here, people fork 
out hundreds of dollars to wear the attire donned 
by manual labourers and are afforded the privilege 
of being able to do so without any of the stigma of 
being working class or poor. 

I’m not here to suggest that genuine cultural ap-

preciation isn’t possible — it is. And I also acknowl-
edge that blue jeans first appeared on manual labor-
ers in the US. But these people are not appreciating, 
or paying homage, to blue collar workers. They 
were scrolling their Instagram feed and saw a model 
wearing the look, thinking to themselves they’ll 
need to keep an eye out for a similar style to appear 
on ASOS. They care about looking effortlessly cool 
in clothes that are usually worn by people whose job 
demands them to put in hard labour. 

And lest we forget the workers who probably 
aren’t being paid adequately to make the clothes, 
and in conditions that are even less desirable. Per-
haps if people were so desperate for workwear chic, 
they could go join the labour force they are so des-
perate to imitate. 

Art:  Angelica Owczarek
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Joseph Verity
Mittagong, Southern Highlands
I don’t know who these autographs belong to. I haven’t seen them in 10 years. The 
dizzying sense of accomplishment that must have accompanied me as I received them, 
leaning over the barrier at the SCG or at the end of some hour long queue, has long 
since dissolved, along with all involvement with cricket other than a seasonal interest.

But that’s not to say they’ve lost all significance to me. These autographs, scrawled in 
the back of one of my several copies of the Ultimate Cricket Fan’s Handbook, are relics 
of a childhood obsession — more than just a pastime, cricket was, in many ways, the 
focal point of my suburban upbringing. Saturday morning games became a stage for 
equal parts drama and boredom, inevitably extending out to an afternoon whiled away 
in front of whatever PlayStation 2 game was hot off the shelves. A bike ride to the nets 
with some friends the next day became a convenient excuse to make a detour to the 
bakery, and perhaps later to the pool. Christmas was punctuated by a yearly trip to the 
cricket, family barbeques by a driveway rendition of the game.These memories orbit my subconscious, periodically resurfacing in much the same 
way my Fan’s Handbook did over the weekend. Like rediscovering these autographs, 
I’m often bowled over by how foreign these memories feel — faces to which I struggle 
to put a name, friends from whom I’ve drifted apart, childhood haunts which no longer 
exist. My childhood love affair with cricket may have been preserved by a decent mem-
ory and a penchant for autographs, but not even the indelible Sharpie can guarantee 
the preservation of nostalgia against the corrosive passage of time.

H O M E T O W N  S P E C I A L

Grace Franki
Edgecliff, Sydney

When I was 15 I asked a friend to go bushwalking with me in the 

Royal National Park. It was a sticky Wednesday in January — the 

kind of day we should have spent at the beach — but neither one of 

us would have suggested changing plans. We caught an early train 

to Heathcote, making bleary-eyed small talk and trying to puzzle out 

the paper map of trails. Lauren kept the map, I think, and I kept my 

train ticket to Heathcote. I liked her, and in my romantic teenage 

imaginings this could have been our first date.

I didn’t know it at the time, but Lauren had a crush on me too. We 

dated for a while later that year and I got to tell my sentimental story 

about sticking the train ticket on my wall.

I’ve spent the last week dismantling my childhood bedroom — I’ve 

moved out and my parents want to paint the pink walls beige. All the 

posters and polaroids of my teenage years are being neatly stacked in 

a box ‘for later’. I came across the train ticket, half hidden behind my 

corkboard where it was banished after Lauren broke my heart. 

A red train ticket seems, like, so vintage in the days of Opal, 

so no one questions its place on my bedroom wall in my inner 

west sharehouse. 
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We asked writers to revisit their childhood homes and dig up old memorabilia: 

everything from toys to souvenir coins to tutoring scorecards. Here’s what they found.

Baopu He
Eastwood, Sydney

Despite being occasionally assaulted with the smell of sewage while I walk down the main road, 
Eastwood is probably the only place in the world I can breathe easy. I stop and take it all in. The 
fragrance of fallen wisteria blooms, of spice infused oil, of freshly cut garlic, of home. Walking 
to the other side of the station the aroma changes. Now I smell notes of hair gel, kimchi, and 
barbeque smoke mixed with coffee beans. Similar to the old city of Jerusalem, Eastwood is di-
vided into two distinct halves — Chinese and Korean. Thousands of kilometres away, the great 
Yalu river divides China and North Korea. In Eastwood, it’s the train station. No one really knows 
why this happened, but it’s been like this ever since I first stepped foot there as a nine year old. 
Over the next few years, it would become my after school playground, thanks to God’s gift to 
migrant parents: coaching college. Every day for more than a year, I’d spend up to four hours at 
coaching after school in a punishing cycle of trial tests and weekly report cards which told you 
with a cruel precision how you were doing. 

But amidst this regime, I remember the carefree hour I had roaming the streets with my friends 
before class started. And while I learnt exam technique and algebra in the classroom, on the streets I 
learnt which of the $1 drinks at the Asian grocer tasted the best (Chilsung Cider), which lady at the 
chips shop sometimes forgot to charge extra for gravy (the young one who always wore pink) and 
how many Magic The Gathering booster packs the man running the games store would trade for a 
rare card (two if he was feeling generous but almost always one). Almost a decade later, the chips 
shop, Asian grocer and games store have all closed down, familiar brands like 85° Bakery and Gong 
Cha line the streets in their absence, and I have long graduated from the selective school I slaved 
away to get into. But the feeling remains. I walk back to the train station and a group of kids wearing 
my old primary school uniform rush past me, off to create their own Eastwood adventure. 

Reagan Ward
Warsop, England
CW: Sexual assault

The area in which I grew up is unusual in that it has mass gravestones. They aren’t commemorating any one individual in particular, nor were they deliberately left standing by the locals, but these accidental memo-rials — disused colliery headstocks — give an imposing image of past reluctantly converging with the present. It’s quintessential England: working class overtures with Alan Bennett charm.
A place of worship has stood on the spot of the Church of St. Peter and St. Paul since Anglo-Saxon times, overlooking the playing fields from on high. Folklore runs rampant. I cannot remember how old I was when I first heard the story of the Roundhead soldier who was lashed to death on Cuckney Hill for raping a local girl.
I recently returned to Warsop with my mother. Be-tween visits, I had begun trawling through my fam-ily history. It was as if I saw my hometown with new eyes. An unremarkable dwelling on Bainbridge Road has been continuously lived in by my relatives since my great-great-grandparents moved to Warsop in 1914. ‘The Hare and Hounds’, an old pub, had been run by some well-to-do forebears at the dawn of the twentieth century. I even noted the road on which my great-grandfather and his friends paused to ‘rest’ when bringing alcohol from the pub to their backyard party.I have lived in Australia for over a decade now. I write ‘Australian-British’ when asked for my nationality. There are seldom any appropriate words for describ-ing the disconnect someone might feel as they divide themselves between two identities. Instead, I might seek to capture its pathos. In the Irish song Amhrán Mhuínse, the narrator begs not to be buried in a distant land, away from her “people”. I might only say that I understand this impulse better than ever before.

Jamie Weiss
Artarmon, Sydney

Sydney is a beautiful sprawl, a throbbing contagion of a city made up 

of over 650 suburbs, its tendrils stretching from the cold Pacific to the 

foothills of the Blue Mountains. Its delights and its secrets are many. 

But there is one secret deeper than the rest, which goes all the way 

to the top. ASIO, NASA, and the Bilderberg Group — they’ve all de-

ceived us. Sydney — nay, the entire country, the entire solar system! 

— revolves around Artarmon. Artarmon is the centre of the universe! 

(Or at least that’s how it feels to me).

Artarmon is quintessential leafy North Shore, a quiet suburb 

nestled in the armpit of Chatswood. If it didn’t have a train station, 

it would probably fade into obscurity; a cultural curio like Zetland 

or Middle Dural. (I refuse to believe that Zetland exists — wake 

up, sheeple).
Yet Artarmon has much to offer. Paris has one Eiffel but we’ve got 

three — Channel 9, ABC, and SBS transmission towers punctuate the 

skyline. But perhaps what’s even more monumental is that it’s really 

still a village where everyone knows each other, a couple of traffic 

lights from the city, without a McDonalds. It has a little row of shops, 

a post office and a primary school. There’s a brothel behind the Sub-

way. People here own a lot of dogs.

It’s this mediocrity that I love so much. The biggest paradigm shift 

in its history was a 7/11 moving in on the corner. But that’s what’s so 

great about it — in a rapidly changing and frightening world, Artar-

mon is a constant; a warm hug and a friend. Artarmon is the soft jan-

gling of windchimes, possums fighting on the roof, running through 

sprinklers on a summer’s day. Artarmon is trampolining in a neigh-

bour’s backyard, or stale panettone after Christmas, or falling off your 

bike and mum cleaning your knees up with Wiggles bandaids and 

kisses. Artarmon is mine.

Cameron Gooley
Tumbarumba, Snowy Mountains
I grew up between two towns connected by a single road that wound through sugar pine forests, green valleys, and apple or-chards. I was born in Tumut as the third of five children: an older brother, Tyrell, and older sister, Taryn, and younger broth-ers, twins Timothy and Brandon. When I was 11 my family moved deeper into the Snowy Mountains to a town called Tumbarumba, where the largest business was an IGA. Tumbarumba was colloquially known as the incest capital of New South Wales due to its small popula-tion, and its exclusionary community. People from there were known as Tumba Two Heads, and are generally held in poor re-gard by most people in South-East NSW & North-East Victoria.As you near Tumbarumba you come across a small bridge crossing a creek. The speed signs leading up to Jackson’s Bridge have had their paint ripped off by what I think are shotgun shells, although I’m no expert on firearms. My friend Rory used to laugh and hum the Twilight Zone theme song whenever we approached the bridge. These days I feel nothing but acute anx-iety whenever I cross that threshold home to visit my parents.Tumbarumba was, for all intents and purposes, an Arcadian hellhole. The homophobia, racism and misogyny there were toxic even by stereotypical small town standards. Tumbarumba is surrounded by stunning mountains and verdant green for-ests, but is terrifyingly isolating. My family didn’t own a car until I was about 16 or 17, and landline phones and Internet connections didn’t fit into my family’s budget, so Tumbarumba often felt like a cage I couldn’t escape. I was rarely able to com-municate with my friends back in Tumut, which was difficult for a gay teenager in a rough town. There is nothing for me back in Tumbarumba, but I do miss the greenery and the trees and the stars of the mountains. I miss July frosts, and wood fire heaters. But it’s hard to say I don’t like Sydney’s coastline.

Jess Zlotnick

Places, Sydney

My childhood is littered with memories  — not of towns, but of homes. When my 

family immigrated to Australia we moved through a daisy chain of houses that 

would etch themselves into my memory. We’ve lived in our current home for the 

last 11 years, which means all my memories of old homes are from a different time, 

a different me. I drive past these old homes now. From the outside they look the 

same, the scale of them is intact with the scale I remember them. I’m afraid to ever 

enter these places again, because I know I will not recognise them; they will seem 

smaller, because I am larger; they will seem different because I am different.
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The great education divide

For students from low socioeconomic high schools,
the public-private debate is far from over.

Words and photography / Maani Truu

Bob Brown on graduation day
NICK BONYHADY / Brown is just as principled, but far from as radical, as he is seen to be

Few political leaders have the talent or sense of 
whimsy to play a music video of their own creation 
at a graduation ceremony. Bob Brown has both. Re-
ceiving an honorary doctorate at the University of 
Sydney earlier this semester, Brown played “Earth 
Song” [1]. The lyrics are not hugely original, but 
they are earnest: “Wonderful planet. Life’s revela-
tion. Our sunlight garden.”

In contrast with the platitudes of University of 
Sydney staff who have spoken at too many gradua-
tions, Brown’s musical sincerity is striking.

Striking also was Brown’s decision to criticise 
the University’s record on fossil fuels the night be-
fore receiving his doctorate. He said he would con-
sider it “appalling” if USyd had not divested from 
fossil fuels. “Universities, you would think, would 
have the intellectual honesty and integrity to put 
the planet’s future ahead of the ... profit rate that 
they can get out of highly publicly subsidised fossil 
fuel companies”, he told me.

In 2014, the University said it was “taking a 
leadership position on carbon reduction” but only 
reduced the emissions intensity of its investment 
portfolio by a fifth. Compared to the University’s 
rhetoric, it was a tokenistic gesture.

Perhaps the only other politician who, like 
Brown, might be expected to perform at a grad-
uation ceremony is Peter Garrett, now back with 
Midnight Oil after serving as environment minister 
in the Rudd and Gillard cabinets.

As head of the Australian Conservation Founda-
tion until 2004, Garrett had charted a similar po-
litical course to Brown. As environment minister, 
Garrett gained political power, but also faced huge 
pressure to compromise on conservation. In 2007, 
when the federal Labor government announced 
its support for a pulp mill in northern Tasmania, 
Brown labelled his friend a sell-out. It is not clear 
if their relationship has recovered, though Garrett 
has returned to the progressive music that first 
made him a household name.

Brown is not always whimsical.
Throughout his career, Brown has been known 

as an indefatigable optimist, but that too is a sim-
plification. Certainly, it must have taken titanic be-
lief to co-found the Wilderness Society and then 
the Australian Greens, but twice in our conversa-
tion, Brown betrays a sense of deep weariness with 
Australian voters. “I’m a little tired of hearing how 
bad politicians are. People have choices, and they 
vote for them. As the great American economist 
J.K. Galbraith said, the Congress almost exactly re-
flects the people who vote for it.”

Despite the recent discrepancy between the pop-
ular vote and the presidency in the United States, 
it is easy to understand where Brown’s sentiment 
comes from. At 72, and without any of the corpo-

rate, media, or union roles that former Labor and 
Liberal leaders often receive, Brown is still a very 
active political player. When we speak, he is trav-
elling between Canberra and the Blue Mountains. 
The day after, he will be in Sydney. His promise, on 
retiring, to take over more of the housework from 
his partner Paul Thomas, seems to still be pending.

In his media appearances, Brown does not shy 
from controversy. Earlier this year, he forcefully 
rebuked NSW Greens Senator Lee Rhiannon, de-
scribing her as a “team wrecker” for prioritising 
the interests of a group of hard left activists in the 
NSW branch over the more moderate aims of the 
national party. Brown might be cast as a radical by 
his political opponents, but he is distinctly more 
pragmatic than he is given credit for.

In part, that manifests in Brown’s belief in the 
power of the arts.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s campaigns to 
save the Franklin river, photographer Peter Dom-
brovskis’ image of Rock Island Bend became a piv-
otal symbol of the wilderness that the Tasmanian 
state Liberal government planned to flood by dam-
ming the river.

It featured in full-page ads in major metropoli-
tan newspapers on the eve of the 1983 election that 
brought the anti-dam Hawke government to power.

Two days before receiving his honorary doctor-
ate, Brown had been in Canberra opening an exhi-
bition of Dombrovskis’ works.

Yet in the decades since then, the environmental 
campaigns for everything from the Tarkine forest 
in Tasmania to the Great Barrier Reef have failed to  
generate a similarly iconic image.

I put to Brown that the pace of the internet has 
made it impossible to encapsulate a movement in 
one photo. He disagrees.

“There were many images and films of the Frank-
lin, including a lot from Peter ... History tends to 
precipitate all that out and say ‘there was one pic-
ture that did it’, same as it tends to say ‘Bob Brown 
saved the Franklin river’ when I didn’t. It was thou-
sands of people ... so one has to be wary of that. 
But we all have an iconic image of a blue planet 
taken from outer space.”

Perhaps the problem is one of singularity, then. 
A river can be dammed, or not, but the ongoing 
damage to the Reef is gradual, and therefore far 
harder to capture.

Brown is used to these continual battles. Last 
year he was arrested for protesting in the Lapoinya 

forest in North West Tasmania, an area that had 
been been preserved under the 2011 Tasmanian 
Forestry Agreement (the state Liberal government 
reneged on the deal in 2014). In footage of dis-
putes from the ongoing Lapoinya campaign back to 
the struggle to save the Franklin River campaign in 
the early 1980s, Brown always comes across as aus-
tere, but respectable. He is clean shaven, dressed in 
collared shirts and referred to as a medical doctor, 
then an MP and finally a federal senator, depend-
ing on the decade. His appearance and measured 
manner make those facing him, whether loggers or 
police, seem unreasonable by contrast.

It is a critical strategy when protesters like Brown 
face legislation in NSW that penalises peaceful pro-
testing with up to seven years in jail, and four years 
in Tasmania.

When Brown entered the Senate in 1996, his 
debut was overshadowed by another new arrival: 
Pauline Hanson. By the time Brown retired in 
2012, he appeared to have decisively outwitted 
and outlasted Hanson, whose party had crumbled 
under the weight of lawsuits and preference deals 
between the major parties. The Greens had stepped 
closer to becoming a party of government by sup-
porting Gillard’s minority government in 2010.

Now, Hanson is back.
In one sense, Hanson’s return shows that a set 

percentage of Australia’s population are rusted on 
to the far ideological poles of the right and left.

Yet, far more striking than the similar position 
that Brown and Hanson hold on opposite sides of 
Australia’s politics is their irreconcilable approach 
to politics.

For a man who has been used to sitting outside 
the mainstream, the validation of an honorary de-
gree from Sydney was clearly a pleasure, but on 
stage to receive it, Brown looked uncomfortable. 
He was dressed in the pompous glossy red gown 
with gold detailing and matching hat that the Uni-
versity requires honorary graduands to wear. Han-
son would have crowed at this symbol of accept-
ance by establishment Australia. Brown often says 
that he has enjoyed his life in politics, but were the 
wilderness not under threat, one can imagine that 
he would have been equally happy had he never 
come to Canberra. HS

[1] It’s on YouTube.

Bob Brown in his graduation regalia. Art: Aiden Magro.
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A ceiling fan circles above our heads, clicking each 
time it completes a rotation. Flies zip in and out of 
vision. A puddle of sweat pools at the point where 
my school skirt ends and skin connects with the 
scratchy plastic of a stackable school chair. 

It’s over 40 degrees and, without air conditioning, 
the small brick classroom has warmed to a tempera-
ture equal to outside. 

Unsurprisingly, the class is disrupted. Some stu-
dents lay their foreheads on the desk, defeated. 
The teacher stands in front of the whiteboard, dark 
patches under his armpits, and tries to control the 
class. Our exams are in under a month but even he, 
eventually, gives up. We are excused. 

This was in 2011. I recently walked around the 
school for the first time in six years, and was dis-
mayed to see that the same classroom and its neigh-
bours still lacked air-conditioning. 

Such a fact can seem trivial when compared to 
other markers of class disparity; most students 
wouldn’t even be aware that this is something their 
peers at private schools don’t have to deal with. But 
when trivial differences result in diminished class 
time or learning conditions that are uncomfortable 
at best, and, unsafe at worst, they start to create 
structural inequality which doesn’t end at the uni-
versity gates. 

x x x

There seems to be an unspoken agreement that the 
public-private debate is over. 

At least, that’s what I am often told when talking 
to people about the topic. “It was over and won in 
the 60s and 70s,” one man told me, before following 
up with, “and isn’t entry into university just depend-
ent on academic merit anyway?”

Data released in 2016 by the Department of Ed-
ucation and Training showed that Australia-wide, 
16.6 per cent of 1,249,544 domestic tertiary stu-
dents came from a low socioeconomic (SES) back-
ground. When looking at sandstone institutions like 
the University of Sydney, the exact percentage of 
low SES students is difficult to track down. 

“About a quarter” of USyd’s undergraduate domes-
tic students came from comprehensive high schools, 
according to the soon to be former Deputy-Vice Chan-
cellor (Registrar) Tyrone Carlin, referring to schools 
that are both public and non-selective. 

While there is overlap between comprehensive 
and low SES high schools, the two terms are not 
interchangeable. The latter specifically refers to 
students deemed to be suffering financial disadvan-
tage, and when asked about low SES students spe-
cifically, Carlin has no answers. The closest he can 
get to addressing the number of poor students at 
the University is his claim that each year somewhere 
between 10 and 15 per cent of students enter the 
University via equity schemes. 

He doesn’t specify what schemes, nor whether they 
exclusively cater to low SES students. He also doesn’t 
produce the raw data or exact figures when asked. 

Bridget Neave, an employee at USyd’s Widening 
Participation and Outreach program, the department 
tasked with increasing the representation of disad-
vantaged groups at the University, and a low SES 
student herself, tells me that the number of low SES 
students at USyd is closer to seven per cent. USyd, 
however, does not publish reports on its comprehen-
sive and low SES inclusion — as one student learnt 
when their Freedom of Information request for the 
data was rejected on this basis earlier this year — 
meaning this number is unable to be verified. 

Despite the picture this paints, the public seems 
relatively happy to accept an education system seg-
regated by class. Like with most things, there’s an 
argument that education should be paid for by those 
that can afford to, and that private school students 
deserve to be there. 

However, earlier this year Fairfax’s ‘What Type of 
Aussie Are You?’ quiz revealed that just under 50 
per cent of Australians disagree that private schools 
offer superior education to public schools. People 
who earned $104,000 or more a year were the only 

group to back private schools as superior. So why 
should private schools exist, and why aren’t we hav-
ing this debate in earnest?

I graduated from a low SES public high school in 
2011, the same year the original Gonski Final Report 
was released. The report was an admirable — albeit 
an extremely late — attempt to address inequality 
in education.

“There is an unacceptable link between low levels 
of achievement and educational disadvantage, par-
ticularly among students from low socioeconomic 
and indigenous backgrounds,” the report reads, con-
firming what those working in public education had 
been aware of for decades. 

Despite a number of recommendations aimed 
at making the system fairer, namely through needs 
based funding, Gonski once again cemented that the 
public-private divide would remain.

The digital revolution has spurred the biggest 
change to teaching in recent times. Many univer-
sity students today would recall being given a red 
(or later green) glorified word processor — that the 
government generously called a laptop — as part of 
the Computers for Schools program implemented by 
the Labor government. 

While these laptops are an easy target for jokes, 
the idea behind the program was solid; every stu-
dent would be up to speed when it came to informa-
tion and communication. For some students across 
NSW, it was the first computer they ever had proper 
access to.

In June 2014, just six years after it was first 
launched, the program was scrapped. The govern-
ment adopted a “bring your own device” stance, 
meaning that families are now responsible for pro-
viding laptops for school aged children.

Sydney girls high school MLC, with an annual tu-
ition for HSC students of $29,480, goes as far as to 
mandate that students from year four onwards must 
bring their own MacBook Pro, Macbook Pro Retina 
or Macbook Air to school (but not the new 12” Mac-
book; it only has a single port for both power and 
USB connections).This requirement is presented on 
their website as part of their “commitment to in-
tegrating technology into learning”. MLC is one of 
many private schools with a similar policy.

Bradden Spillane, a recently retired teacher with 

39 years experience in low SES public schools, ex-
plains how the push to digitalise the classroom has 
been largely abandoned in a number for classes at 
his most recent high school on the Central Coast.

“The roll out of the computers hasn’t been re-
placed by anything other than the assumption that 
all kids will have a computer, which is not necessar-
ily the case,” he says.

“For a while, there was all this emphasis on these 
kids having these computers, and you’re going to 
have to teach in a way so they can use these com-
puters. Well, that’s all gone because it relied on kids 
having computers.”

A few “left-over” government laptops — by this 
point wildly outdated — remain in the English staff 
room for borrowing, but according to Spillane, this 
isn’t enough to allow every student a device.

This issue existed long before the concerted push 
towards a digital classroom that we see today. Spill-
ane gives an example of students in his Extension 2 
English classes who didn’t have a computer at home 
and would develope their major works over lunch time 
when they could borrow computers in the staff room. 

“I’ve also taught at least three Extension 2 English 
students who didn’t have a home to live in,” he says. 
“Whatever the issue, you try to find a way of deal-
ing. But it’s not easy.”

x x x

Aside from the lack of infrastructure and technology, 
even equalising measures such as HSC special provi-
sions operate to advantage the wealthy in practice.

“Almost all the kids who get special provisions in 
the HSC are kids at private schools,” Spillane says. 

Special provisions refer to exam allowances made 
to ensure that students with a physical, intellectual 
or psychiatric disability are able to perform in exam 
conditions without being disadvantaged.

In 2011, the Sydney Morning Herald reported that 
private schools accounted for more than half the ap-
plications for HSC exam disability provisions, despite 
educating just one in four students with disabilities. 

In order for an application to accepted, students 
need a number of certificates from medical and 
teaching professionals attesting to how their con-
dition may affect their exam performance. But for 
many low SES students, specialist appointments are 
not an option.

“How many kids in our area [the Central Coast] 
even have a family doctor?” Spillane asks. 

He tells me a story of a student who came to him 
after missing an assignment. When asked why she 
didn’t have a doctor's certificate — a requirement 
of the then Board of Studies — she explained that 
she couldn’t get an appointment with a doctor who 
bulk-billed because they were full, and she couldn’t 
afford to pay for an appointment.

When Spillane pressed further, it was revealed 
that the student was supporting her family while 
both her parents were in jail.

“There’s an assumption that measures like these 
are meant to make the HSC fair,” he says. “But it’s 
very much a middle-class game.”

“These things are part of the culture of the whole 
school. The school is immersed in this context.”

This so-called “school culture” refers to the dis-
connect between a student’s view of education, 
as inherited from their family and the community 
around them, and the desire to pursue tertiary ed-
ucation. Spillane says this is the hardest thing to 
counter as a public school teacher.

“A lot of kids were coming from a background 
where they had the idea that what you get taught at 
school doesn’t really matter,” he says.

“In the end, the only people they know who have 
done anything in their life are people who have 
done trades, so they just don’t see university as an 
option for them.”

Eventually, the school ends up reflecting this cul-
ture back to the students. One way of illustrating this 
is by looking at the subject and programs a school of-
fers. While private schools offer subjects such as Latin 
and programs such as debating and model UN, lower 

Basket ball courts at a Central Coast low SES public school.

Seating at a Central Coast low SES public school.

Classrooms at a Central Coast low SES public school.

Sporting facilities at a Sydney private school.

Seating at a Sydney private school.

Walkways at a Sydney private school.

16.6 per cent 
of domestic 
tertiary 
students 
come from a 
low SES
background

“

Library at a Central Coast low SES public school. Main hall at a Sydney private school.
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SES public schools often put a focus on trades and 
practical skills. It’s an attempt to funnel students 
into the workplace rather than try what could be 
seen as a futile push towards tertiary study.

x x x

Countering this culture that is the biggest challenge 
for outreach programs aimed at encouraging stu-
dents of low SES backgrounds to apply at USyd, as 
it often prevents information about equity schemes 
from being effectively disseminated. 

“The University is advertising how to support low 
SES students, through systems that low SES stu-
dents don’t have access to,” says Neave. “What’s re-
ally needed is actually getting to the markets of the 
students that need this.”

Huw Griffiths is an English professor and the so-
cial inclusion officer for USyd’s art faculty. In this 
role, he works to consider how the faculty can better 
support students from various equity groups, includ-
ing low SES students. He points to the University's 
E12 scheme as an example of where the university 
has had success. 

The E12 schemes allows students from financially 
disadvantaged backgrounds to gain early admission 
to USyd through ATAR cut-offs that are lower than 
standard. They also get a free iPad and a $5950 
scholarship in their first year.

“It is targeted specifically at students from schools 
that have been identified as situated in low SES ar-
eas,” says Griffiths. “It attracts more and more stu-
dents every year.”

In 2014, Honi Soit reported that a number of 
top-achieving private schools were on the list of 
schools eligible for the scheme. This is possibly due 
to the fact that Educational Access Scheme schools 
are classified by a system that accounts for the loca-
tion of their students, not families’ socioeconomic 
status. It also means that wealthy students from 
these schools are still eligible for consideration.

A quick scan of the current list of E12 eligible 
schools shows that at least one of the schools named 
in the 2014 article remains on the list, alongside 
a number of schools with above average Commu-
nity Socio-Educational Advantage indexes (ICSEA). 
These indexes, compiled by My School, take into 

account the occupation and education of students’ 
parents, the school's geographical location and the 
proportion of indigenous students.

According to Neave, it is the group of students 
that need low SES scholarships the most that is of-
ten untapped by such schemes.

“When you are first in your family to go to univer-
sity, you don’t know to apply for scholarships before 
you come. You don’t know about these [scholarships] 
because you don't know anyone in your family, school 
or community who has ever gotten one,” she says.

x x x

Once students have enrolled at USyd, it’s easy to as-
sume the fight is over. With all students in one sand-
stone building, the case for structural inequality is 
harder to make.

Carlin is quick to assure me that USyd students 
who enter the University through equity schemes 
perform equally as well as — if not better than — 
their peers. When it comes to completion rates, he 
again says that “nothing stands out”. 

Students who are able to enter USyd via equity 
schemes, however, are likely already ahead of other 
low SES students who did not have access to — or 
awareness of — the programs. It is also likely that 
many of the students in these programs are receiv-
ing some form of scholarship, taking some of the 
stress out of studying.

Griffiths similarly points to students who had 
come through the E12 scheme as “achieving signifi-
cantly higher than average results”.

Conversely, a Department of Education and Train-
ing cohort analysis between 2005 and 2014 shows 
that low SES students are less likely to complete their 
degrees, with students from a high SES backgrounds 
8.9 per cent more likely to complete their degree.

It goes without saying that this is not because low 
SES students are inherently less capable of perform-
ing academically. They do, however, experience a 
number of additional stresses outside university. 

“The burden for low SES students is so hard be-
cause it’s such an invisible burden,” says Neave. 

Struggles faced by low SES students can be as 
simple as lacking what Neave calls “creative energy” 
after a day of working to earn money for rent, stud-

ying, and doing chores. This manifests particularly 
strongly in campus culture activities, such as clubs, 
societies, student politics or media, where the rep-
resentation of poor students is extremely low. 

“There’s not that many people who are engaged 
and who are interested in the low SES experience,” 
says Neave. 

At a University level, Griffiths also points to the 
university culture as “inaccessible for students unfa-
miliar with its discourse and practices,” saying those 
who are first in their family to attend university are 
hit the hardest by this.

“We need to continue to make sure that university 
processes — admin, teaching circumstances, the spe-
cial cons system — are accessible to people from a va-
riety of backgrounds, not just to students who are able 
to afford to attend class on most weekdays,” he says.

“We have not always been great at this, with many 
systems being opaque to people who might consider 
themselves to be a little outside the system.”

x x x

“Higher education shall be made equally accessi-
ble to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appro-
priate means, and in particular by the progressive 
introduction of free education,” reads the Interna-
tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, to which Australia is a signatory. 

It’s not a stretch to argue that our nation agrees 
every child is deserving of quality education; that 
every child is equal. But if this is so, why are we 
satisfied with a system that segregates children — 
with no control over their circumstance — based 
on class?

If higher education is to be “equally accessible” 
we need to develop a school system that is fair, and 
make a commitment to supporting students who 
manage to break into tertiary study against all odds.

“I would urge all students who haven’t really con-
sidered this before, to think about what it would be 
like if ever since the day you graduated highschool 
and you left your home, no one had ever been able 
to give you a cent of money,” says Neave.

 In a country where such class disparity exists, 
perhaps the first step towards a more equal system 
is simply awareness. HS

The facade of a Central Coast low SES school building.

A tribute to Puberty Blues
BIANCA DAVINO / What beaches, surfing, and the 70s meant to a bunch of Catholic schoolgirls desperate to escape

In the early stages of 2012, The Wonder Years’ sem-
inal track ‘My Last Semester’ held prime real estate 
as the loop song that auto-played on my black and 
white-themed Tumblr blog. Dominated by GIFs of 
Effie from Skins, John Green novel quotes and heav-
ily filtered images from Warped Tour, it screamed 
typical suburban angst (as the song itself even vo-
calized — ‘I’m just tired of this place’). This cringe-
fest archive of reblogged malarkey is yet to be de-
activated, and it’s a portal to a time of dissonance, 
misunderstanding and yearning.

Growing up in Parramatta meant dirty train sta-
tions, long distance bus rides to see friends, and 
loitering outside  McDonalds as our preferred form 
of recreation. Escapism from the restrictive con-
fines of our suburbs, schools and sensitivities came 
in the form of playground banter, crappy bedroom 
song-writing, school holiday trips to Westfield, and 
endless hours spent watching TV shows depicting 
worlds we wished were our own.  

In 2012, when Puberty Blues saw its televised 
revival, my friends and I were immediately swept 
away, ingraining ourselves in its technicolor depic-
tion of Australia’s free-wheeling boho 1970s. A take 
on the 1979 novel by Gabrielle Carey and Kathy 
Lette, the story has become an essential icon in Aus-
traliana canon, and exudes values and ideals still 
deeply ingrained within our national psyche. It is a 
piece of pop culture that has stood the test of time, 
its modern adaptation placing focus on the dynam-
ics of the family home, suburbia and girlhood.

The obsession swept over my year nine grade at 
Our Lady of Mercy College Parramatta with a fer-
vor that was  second only to the prominence of One 
Direction mania. Cronulla was depicted as a beach 

haven, an oasis free for teens to discover the intri-
cacies of friendship, sex and growing up, free of the 
consequences imposed by parents, school and the 
Church. We watched it in long, restrictive, school 
dresses whilst our strict woggy parents demanded 
we were home by six for family dinner.

The show was an alternate reality in which ad-
olescence was encompassed as a time of physical 
exploration in every sense — an idea that truly 
seemed other-worldly. Whilst we attempted our own 
teenager rebellion — within the walls of Beatdisc 
Records, or  oversized grey suburban garages —the 
rolling hills, sweeping coastlines, and sun-drenc 
hed cul-de-sacs in Puberty Blues allowed our hero-
ines Debbie and Sue to engage with experiences we 
never could. Whilst they were deliberating whether 
they’d spend the weekend on an offshore island 
with their boyfriends under the guise of an innocent 
sleepover, we were subjected to compulsory dance 
classes that taught archaic womanly etiquette under 
the watchful eyes of Mother Mary iconography.

We were, at the end of the day, entirely jealous of 
Debbie and Sue’s flower-child lifestyle. Our friends’ 
houses were never in comfortable walking distance 
as depicted in the show, nor were they nestled in 
tree-lined boulevards. And our after school adven-
tures were most certainly a far cry from horse rides 
along sand dunes. But whilst our lifestyles differed, 
we were able to draw parallels between our hero-
ines and ourselves. Posters of them plastered our 
bedroom walls, and we stared with sugar-glazed 
eyes at the boys who featured on them. Late night 
‘D&Ms’ occurred over Facebook messenger rather 
than by the light of a beachside campfire, but the 
crux of closeness was still there. Delving into this 

culture, we adopted the classic and crude Australian 
jargon — phrases like ‘rack off moll’ and ‘deadset’ 
peppered our lingo, as if we were the uncouth 70s 
reincarnated. It was our way of attempting to con-
nect with an era, culture and freedom that would 
never be available to us.  

Looking back now, the characters were plagued 

Two films, one flop
CAMERON GOOLEY / Congrats Emoji Movie, you did what mother! couldn’t

Enduring Darren Aronofsky’s mother! is a feat in and 
of itself. A two hour long crossover of Project X and 
Saving Private Ryan with a set that looks like it was 
designed by Maggie Beer, mother! is a trainwreck 
from start to finish. mother! possesses the ambition 
of David Lynch, the subtlety of Quentin Tarantino, 
the pomposity of Terence Malik, and the intelligence 
of Michael Bay. 

Jennifer Lawrence plays the titular mother, an 
exasperated housewife who longs for nothing more 
than a simple existence of doing nothing but fulfill-
ing her husband’s every want and need. Her hus-
band Him (Javier Bardem) is a poet working on his 
magnum opus that may or may not be laughable 
allegory for God and the New Testament. Michelle 
Pfeiffer and Ed Harris play Woman and Man respec-
tively, a reference to Adam and Eve made all the 
more obvious by their feuding sons (Cain and Abel).

Him is an egotistical God, incapable of resisting 
praise no matter how much destruction his adoring 
fans cause. Mother is Mother Earth, who spends the 
film cleaning up the chaos caused by their guests. 
The rest of the cast are humanity who (you guessed 
it) ruin everything. The message is ham-fisted: God 
sucks, Christianity is a weird cult, we’re ungrateful 
shits to Mother Earth, and Aronofsky is the wokest 
person in Hollywood.

As mother! drew to a close and the lights came 
back on, the cinema was filled with the sound of 
laughter. Sitting through mother! is what I imagine 
watching a student production of The Exorcist would 
be like — long, unpleasant, and unintentionally 
funny. Aronofsky may not have intended his work to 
be a comedy, but his biblical eco-tale comes off less 
like Scream and more like Scary Movie.

Concurrent with mother! in national cinemas is 
another film doing the exact opposite of Aronofsky’s 
Intro To Screenwriting major project. If mother! is 

comedy film masquerading as a horror film, then 
The Emoji Movie is a horror film masquerading as a 
comedy.

The Emoji Movie follows a very, very basic for-
mula: outsider Gene (a “meh” emoji voiced by T.J. 
Miller, a man whom I will never find myself at-
tracted to again) must go on a journey to change 
himself only to find that what he needed was to sim-
ply be himself all along! Absolutely groundbreaking. 
On the surface, The Emoji Movie is an excruciatingly 
bland film — worse than other Sony trainwrecks of 
the past few years (barely scraping past the Angry 
Birds movie). 

However, the overall message that The Emoji 
Movie sends to audiences is horrifying — it is a testa-
ment to the excess of American consumerism. Every 
app reference, from Instagram and Spotify, to Candy 
Crush, and Dropbox, is an assault on the senses: the 
film is an 86 minute long commercial that has so far 
earned nearly $200 million worth of revenue in the 
international box office.

To say that The Emoji Movie is an abomination 
would be an understatement. Film has always been 
used to sell products: Michael Bay’s films are noto-
rious for product placement, with his Transformers 
franchise being primarily focused on selling toys. 
However The Emoji Movie is almost unprecedented 
in its complete lack of effort; it seems to revel in 
the fact that it is essentially a very long, aggres-
sively unfunny advertisement aimed at pre-teens 
with iPads. 

The Emoji Movie succeeds in making audiences ill, 
whereas mother! fails to elicit anything more than a 
shrug and the occasional laugh. I’m half convinced 
mother! is actually an allegory for the English Ex-
tension Two major work submitted by the atheist 
kid who wears a suit to their first year philosophy 
classes. 

The Emoji Movie, on the other hand, is a perfect 
example of hyper-consumerism in action. If we ex-
ist in a world where The Emoji Movie is not only fi-
nancially viable but a wholesale success, then it is 
the most horrifying film I’ve ever seen. Kudos to you 
Sony, for scaring me in a way that mother! could not.

Art: Ludmilla Nunell

with a similar need to escape their surroundings — 
only theirs was filtered through a beachy breeze and 
a hot summer haze. We were willing to overlook the 
shocking portrayals of widespread hard drug use, 
broken homes and above all, the blatant objectifi-
cation and dismissal of women prevalent in 1970s 
Australia. We saw only what we wanted to, and ig-
nored Puberty Blues’ toxic suburbia with ease.

The girls spent hours watching their boyfriends 
surf — unable to participate, and mocked when 
they did. Their first sexual encounters were marred 
with pain, humiliation, and strained relationships 
with their families. Even though ventures into rela-
tionship territory, outer-city adventures, and parties 
didn’t come until later for us, we were able to do it 
on our own terms.

Although our infatuation with a lifestyle so dif-
ferent to ours  was so deeply rooted in a plea for an 
escape, Puberty Blues ultimately allowed for a new 
gratefulness for our upbringing. And maybe that 
was its greatest lesson of all.
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Live music lies
ANTONY YOUSSEF / Good concerts have less to do with the musician than you think

Everybody loves live music. From pop-lovers who 
congregate in Qudos Bank Arena to watch Ariana 
Grande to long-haired, grungy 20-somethings head-
banging at underground pubs, to seasoned con-
cert-goers swaying to Bruce Springsteen on his 93rd 
world tour, there’s a concert and a venue out there 
for everyone. For the most part, audience members 
will come out of a concert feeling amazing — and 
how could they not? You only shell out to buy tickets 
for artists you really want to see.

We go to concerts primed to have a good time, 
and yet, the likelihood of that actually happening 
often has little to do with the artists themselves. 
Consider this — in most music festivals and large 
concerts, the size of the crowd means that the ma-
jority of the audience can’t even see the performer. 
Regardless, attendees come out feeling as though 
they’ve witnessed something truly special.

This is where lighting and effects take on particular 
importance. Don’t get me wrong: I’m not saying that 
musicians are lazy, boring and don’t deserve the money 
we pay to see them. My point is that stage effects are 
just as important to the creation of an enjoyable show 
as the musician’s performance — if not more so. The 
effects of lighting are twofold — firstly, they amplify 
the presence of the performer, elevating them above 
concertgoers to give them mythical, religious status. 
The second effect is to create a spectacle, an experi-
ence so engaging and dynamic that you can’t help but 
enjoy the concert.

If you’re unconvinced, here are some examples of 
techniques used by lighting designers to amplify a 
performer’s presence. 

This below is Hayden. He’s a good bloke and enjoys 
the occasional jam, but he’s not a performer or trained 
musician. Here, he’s standing in a well-lit room.

Now this is him lit from using stage lights from 45 
degrees on either side.

Suddenly he looks more interesting and mysterious. 
The simple use of professional lighting from an an-
gle heightens Hayden’s presence by exaggerating 
his facial features and the folds in his clothing. Now 
let’s add some colours and haze to the mix.

Haze is absolutely essential to concerts — you’ll 
notice it adds a sense of mystery and catches the 
lights shining on Hayden. Adding colour is a stand-
ard technique used by lighting designers to match 
the performer’s image to the emotional content of 
a song. As expected, vibrant colours such as reds 
and oranges are used for upbeat and louder songs, 
whereas blues and purples are used for more inti-
mate or slower songs, intensifying the emotional 
impact of the music.

Now let’s try lighting Hayden at 90 degrees from 

either side. 
This technique is somewhat more drastic than light-
ing at 45 degrees, because the contrast in colours 
and the overall starkness of the effect increases as 
a result of the colours blending less. It’s used less 
commonly, reserved for moments of drama, or to 
punctuate songs at particularly loud moments, 
sometimes in conjunction with a strobe light.

Here’s one of my favourites — the ‘god’ light, 

achieved by lighting from directly above.
This effect is often used for songs where the mu-
sician is stationary to exaggerate their features, or 
closer to the beginning of the set to evoke a sense of 
wonder in the audience.

And finally, here’s an effect achieved by lighting 
from the back, one which concertgoers have un-
doubtedly seen many times. The first time the musi-
cians walk on stage, they’ll most commonly be back-
lit, heightening suspense and intrigue as the form of 
the musician remains elusive. When the big, usually 

sudden reveal occurs, the effect is explosive. 
Though the individual effects of these techniques 
vary slightly, the overall result is the same: to in-
tensify the presence of the performer and to delib-
erately designate them to a higher position than the 
layperson. Look left to the first photo of Hayden. 
Imagine a whole concert played in that context — it 
would undoubtedly lack the theatre and drama that 
we’ve come to expect in concerts, and would most 
likely feel quite disappointing and dull.

There’s a scientific explanation for why these 
lighting techniques are so effective. The occurrence 
of lighting from angles which rarely occur in nature 
(either in the natural world or with artificial light) 
creates otherworldly, eerie, and almost mythical ef-
fects. Studies of vision and perception confirm that 
humans are attracted by a sense of mystery and 
complexity, and therefore it’s no surprise that unu-
sual lighting can attract, stimulate and fascinate us, 
contributing to the overall experience of attending 
a concert.

Other techniques don’t amplify the performers 
themselves, but are used to give the show a more 
cohesive and substantial impact. Of course, we have 
the common dimming of house lights to create a 
sense of intimacy, as though it were just you watch-
ing the musician. Lighting rigs also usually contain 
lights which swivel (known as ‘movers’), which tend 
to be activated during the most upbeat and intense 
passages of songs to contribute to a sense of motion 
or dynamism in a song. In combination with haze, 
which essentially allows lighting designers to ‘paint 
the air’, it’s easy to create an experience much larger 
than the band itself, one which seems to radiate out 
of the stage. The importance of these techniques has 
increased with the rise of electronic music, where the 
musician is often confined to their laptop or synths, 
and is therefore reliant on the lighting designer to 
generate a sense of motion and excitement. An EDM 
concert without the spectacle would be akin to lis-
tening to an album alone at high volume, only more 
physically taxing.

Next time you attend a concert, be aware of what 
the lighting designer is doing, and how it’s affecting 
your experience. You’ll probably find that the reason 
the concert was amazing has less to do with the mu-
sician than you think.

Cats are a gateway 
drug to neighbours

NICK HARRIOTT / I don’t know why I would ever talk to my neighbours. I don’t need to borrow any sugar (I 
don’t cook). Our mail never gets mixed up (I don’t get mail). I don’t need them to turn down their music (I make 
too much noise to ever complain about theirs). However, I do play with their cats — and it turns out there’s no 
better ice breaker than manhandling someone’s pet on the street.

Tom / Formerly known as Stumpy / Lives at No. 54: For years, Tom was just Stumpy Cat to me. The wise old guardian of our street, more 
wombat than feline thanks to an unknown injury that left him tailless. Stumpy Cat would sit on the corner and silently judge you as you 
passed him. If he liked you, he would wag his stump. I’ve received a wag or two in my day.

Sometimes Tom will follow you as you walk down the street. Sometimes he’ll follow you into your house. And sometimes you can lock 
him in your house and pretend he’s yours for a while. When I was taking these photos I actually ran into his owner, my neighbour, who 
I’ve never spoken to before. She told me Tom is slower on his feet these days because of a bad groin injury. Same.

Claudia, possibly Clawdia / Formerly known as Big Tail Cat / Lives at No. 42: No matter who you are, no matter what you are, if you walk 
down my street Claudia will rub her face on you. Once upon a time she was quite shy and quick to run away, but these days she will 
sprint towards you at the same pace she used to flee. I expect one day she’ll try to usurp Tom, but we’ll see how that goes.

One afternoon when I was walking home I started to play with her before noticing her owner, my neighbour at No. 42, was at his front 
door. He told me her name was Claudia, and that is was a pun, and had I any foresight I would have asked which way he spells it.

Benson / Formerly known as Cheetah Cat / Lives at No. ???: When I was a kid growing up in Leura, we heard tell of the Blue Mountains 
panther. An elusive big cat, seen by few, photographed by fewer. To catch a glimpse of the Blue Mountains panther is a magical moment. 
This is how I felt when I caught Cheetah Cat on camera.

Cheetah Cat isn’t a stalwart of the street like Tom or Claudia. He doesn’t have a perch. You can’t expect him to be out at the same time 
every day. All we know is he’s cute, curious, looks like a leopard and runs like a cheetah.

So when I saw him surveying the street, I knew it was my lucky day. Little did I know, it was about to get luckier. As I was taking his 
photo, a man walked up to me. “That’s my cat,” he says. He tells me Cheetah Cat is actually Benson, a bengal. He tells me Benson was 
too young to be outside until this year and he tells me he’s spent over $100 on collars that Benson refuses to wear. Then he left, chasing 
Benson, who either doesn’t know his own name or refuses to respond to it. I didn’t catch my neighbour’s name or his house, but I’ve put 
one more name to one more cat and that’s good enough for now.
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Welcome to week 11! This semester 
is flying by, and I can’t believe this is 
one of my final reports as Wom*n’s Of-
ficer! As you may know, the R&DVSA 
is going through a difficult time after 
facing a new subcontract by MHS - a 
health insurance giant - in which a 
number of other non-for-profit organ-
isations replace the R&DVSA work-
force with non-specialised counsellors 
on much lower wages. The R&DVSA 
has also raised privacy concerns for 
callers about the new requirements to 
record all calls and share these, along 
with existing case files, with MHS. As 
a result of this, following the expira-
tion of its current contract in Octo-

It’s almost over – you’re almost there 
(wherever that is) and, for that mat-
ter, so are we. This is our penultimate 
report (truly a tear-jerker if ever there 
was one), and, in a reflective spirit, 
we’ll be reviewing the year in our final 
two reports, and offering suggestions 
to all (four of) the hacks out there 
who actually read this.

O-Week, that chariot of co-branded 
stress-balls and corporate stalls, gave 
us our first opportunity to get the 
SRC’s name out there (the erstwhile 
goal of every single election campaign 
ever run). As we handed out several 
thousand calico bags (we still fill with 
pride and stare whenever we see a 
#mainstream student using one), the 
collectives smashed it in recruiting 
new students; WoCo’s several hun-
dred new members is unlikely to be 
beaten in quite some time.

There are several lessons to be 
drawn from O-Week. The first doesn’t 

This week members of your SRC pro-
tested outside the Vice Chancellors of-
fice to demand that Sydney University 
publically support marriage equality. 
The university and Vice Chancellor 
Michael Spence have chosen to re-
main neutral on the issue of marriage 
equality. Their reasoning for this is 
that universities should be a place for 
intellectual freedom, where debate 
and respectful discussion can be had 
around important issues. However 
marriage equality isn’t just an im-

money to cover redundancy payments 
for its staff. If the Government does 
not provide the $1 million needed 
for the redundancy entitlements, the 
R&DVSA will have no choice but to 
liquidate its assets and close its doors 
– and with it, vital services will be lost 
such as the NSW Rape Crisis Centre, 
Sexual Assault Counselling Australia, 
and the NSW Community Based 
Counselling Service. The Government 
is abdicating its responsibility to the 
highly committed and skilled workers 
who have been providing the 1800RE-
SPECT trauma counselling service for 
the past seven years. What we are see-
ing is privatisation, competition, sack-

live an aesthetic life of piety and sol-
emn contemplation. It just means that 
any incoming OB needs to accept that 
there will need to be trade-offs, and to 
consider them methodologically and 
carefully. It also means that student 
orgs need to work more closely in de-
livering – and conceiving of – these big 
ticket events. A lot of criticism comes 
down to lack of communication, rather 
than any meaningful political or ideo-
logical differences, and can be solved 
beforehand, with cooperation, rather 
than after the fact, with awkward half-
hearted mea culpas and pledges to ‘do 
better next time’.

The second lesson, directly for the 
SRC, is to plan early. You – and I’m 
going to guess you’re an incoming 
OB, because why else would you read 
this? – need to start fast. It is an awk-
ward time of the year to come into a 
role (December 1, for those playing 
along at home, is when the new SRC 

includes an image of two men getting 
married with the tagline ‘unlearn love’. 
The university cannot use the LGBTI+ 
community as a marketing tool to 
make them money whilst refusing to 
support their fight for a basic human 
right. They cannot claim to support 
LGBTI+ students and staff when they 
continue to refuse to acknowledge the 
LGBTI+ community’s struggle. 

As Desmond Tutu said, “If you are 
neutral in situations of injustice, you 
have chosen the side of the oppressor” 

ber, 1800RESPECT will no longer be 
staffed by R&DVSA counsellors. 

The Government’s plan is to turn 
a crisis line into a profit-making ven-
ture, sack skilled workers and hand 
out to the lowest bidder the provision 
of specialised counselling on 1800RE-
SPECT. For the profits to flow, the un-
ion workforce need to be replaced by 
lower skilled non-union workers paid 
rock bottom wages. Current job adver-
tisements are offering $20 or less an 
hour without proper clinical supervi-
sion for staff. 

To make things worse, as a Gov-
ernment funded service, the R&DVSA 
have not been permitted to put aside 

particularly relate to the SRC, but in-
stead to student organisations more 
broadly: how do we fund the fun, 
wild, and creative events without sell-
ing our soul in the process? We took 
free tampons – and, in our estimation, 
that was a good op – but should we 
have taken the free Red Bull we were 
offered, too? We tend to be a bit upset 
at the CommBank bonanza, but we 
seem to be more OK with free Dendy 
Newtown tickets. It’s a tough balanc-
ing act; and it’s one the Uni loves to 
see us struggle with. It is, after all, 
purely a consequence of how the Stu-
dent Services and Amenities Fee – that 
pesky couple of hundred $ you pay / 
defer each year – is distributed. If less 
of it went, say, to SUSF, and more of 
it went, say, to actual student organ-
isations that you have a voice in, stu-
dent orgs wouldn’t need to make the 
choices they do.

That doesn’t mean that we need to 

portant issue, marriage equality is a 
fundamental human right. Countless 
other universities across the country 
have announced their support for mar-
riage equality and its time for Usyd to 
do the same.  

Our university claims to support the 
LGBTI+ community. They proudly fly 
the rainbow flag atop the quad, they 
boast of their ally network and of the 
universities involvement in Mardi 
Gras. Beyond that the university’s lat-
est marketing campaign ‘unlearn …’ 

ing workers and rock bottom prices 
just to make a profit out of rape and 
domestic violence. This government is 
sick.

If you wish to get involved with the 
Wom*n’s Collective and the fight to 
support R&DVSA, like us on Facebook 
and email usydwomenscollective@
gmail.com for more details. 

If you or someone you know has 
been impacted by sexual assault, sup-
port is available by contacting NSW 
Rape Crisis Centre on 1800 424 017. 

officers start), and the annual shut-
down comes quick. Source quotes fast 
(trust us, Alibaba is great – but always 
always always go for escrow), decide 
on a plan for what you want, and work 
closely with collectives to make their 
dreams come true. O-Week will come 
faster than you think, and it’s your 
best opportunity to make an impact 
and lay the groundwork for the SRC 
and your collective for the year. And 
make sure to coordinate early with the 
USU, and their O-Week coordinators; 
they helped us immensely in our term, 
and they’ll help you too if you make 
your requests clear, and aren’t afraid 
to reach out early. 

Next fortnight, in part 2, we’ll be 
looking at the rest of the year and 
signing off. Until then, in solidarity, 
D+B.

and its extremely clear what side our 
university has chosen. They have cho-
sen the side that tells LGBTI+ students 
and staff that they are not equal, that 
they are not a part of our community 
and that they don’t deserve to marry 
who they love. 

We can’t afford to be complacent in 
the fight for marriage equality. Make 
sure you vote YES and that your ballot 
is posted back before November 7. 

DANIEL ERGAS and ISABELLA PYTKA
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Dear Abe,

I was really pushed for time so I used 
something I read in an article for my 
assignment without putting it in the 
bibliography. Now I’m in trouble for 
“academic dishonesty”. My friend told 
me that if I tell them I didn’t mean to 
do it that I wouldn’t get into trouble. 
I wanted to check what you thought.

Rushed

Dear Rushed,

The university now finds it quite easy 
to spot plagiarised material with the 
help of their plagiarism detection soft-
ware (TurnItIn). The first thing you 
should do is talk to an SRC Caseworker 
about your situation. We generally find 
it best to tell the truth about what you 
did and why. There is a range of pen-
alties from a warning through to ex-
pulsion from the university. From what 

you have described, it is most likely to 
result in a reduced mark or a zero for 
the assignment. I understand this will 
often mean a fail for the subject.

You will also have a note made in a 
special file as a reference for the fac-
ulty if you are caught for academic 
dishonesty in the future. Be careful 
with future assessments, as the penal-
ties become significantly more severe 
with any previous notes of academic 

dishonesty. However, when you grad-
uate this file will be deleted and will 
not affect your academic transcript in 
any way.

Note here, it is just as bad to copy from 
your own previous assignment as an-
other source.

Abe

If you’ve missed credit card or other 
loan repayments, or have unpaid bills 
that you think another loan might help 
with, there may be another solution.

Consider what you need the loan for 
and if there are better alternatives.

TALK TO THE PEOPLE YOU 
OWE MONEY TO

If you have a debt with your electricity 
company, phone provider, or bank, 
contact them and tell them that 
you’re currently experiencing financial 
hardship. They should put you through 
to a hardship team to renegotiate your 
repayments. This may include giving 
you more time to pay, reducing the 
repayments for a period of time or 
other options.

INTEREST FREE LOAN

You might qualify for an interest free 
loan from the University. Contact 
Financial Assistance Office to ask for 
details. Similarly some community 
organisations offer interest free 
loans for essentials, e,g whitegood 

replacements, if you meet certain 
criteria. You will still have to 
repay this money, but no interest 
is charged, meaning you only pay 
back the amount you were loaned. 
The University’s Financial Assistance 
Office also offers bursaries (money 
you don’t have to repay) to current 
students. Ask them for details.

CENTRELINK PAYMENT 
ADVANCE

If you’re on a Centrelink payment 
you may also be able to apply for an 
‘advance payment’. You could also 
consider setting up Centrepay, which 
is a free voluntary bill paying service 
available to Centrelink customers. 
With Centrepay you can nominate an 
amount to be deducted automatically 
from your fortnightly payment, which 
is automatically sent to your biller. 
This means you’re paying your bills 
in advance as you go so you don’t 
have to pay a lump sum when the bill 
comes through at the end of the billing 
period. This could spare you any ‘bill 
shock’ and give you more control of 
your spending. 

Ask Abe
SRC caseworker HELP Q&A

PLAGIARISM

Struggling to pay your bills?

PREPAY BILLS

Have a look at your bills (electricity, 
water, gas, phone) and work out the 
average cost per fortnight. If you’re 
not receiving a Centrelink payment, 
check out whether your can make 
periodic payments in advance, or 
consider putting money aside (either 
into another account or put some cash 
aside) to reduce the impact of your bill 
at the end of the billing period. Even 
$10 a fortnight can take the sting out 
of your bill when it arrives.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Check out moneysmart.gov.au/
managing-your-money/ 

This website has some really practical 
budgeting advice and tools. 

The Ask Abe column allows you to ask whatever question 
you might have that affects you as a student, gaining the best 
advice that a very worldly mutt* can give. 

Level 1, Wentworth Bldg, University of Sydney
p: 02 9660 5222  |  w: src.usyd.edu.au
e: solicitor @ src.usyd.edu.au
ACN 146 653 143  |  MARN 1276171

If You Have a Legal Problem, 
We Can Help for FREE!

Fines

Debts

Immigration

Motor Vehicle Accidents

Criminal Charges

...and more

Insurance

IN A PICKLE?

法律諮詢
法律アドバイス

We have a solicitor 
who speaks Cantonese, 
Mandarin & Japanese

This service is provided 
to you by the Students’ 
Representative Council, 
University of Sydney

Liability limited by  
a scheme approved 
under Professional 
Standards Legislation.
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SUPRA is responsible for the content of these pages. 

Meet your Reps!
MARGUERITE BIASATTI

Hi there! Zushan Hashmi here! I’m currently enrolled 
in a Master of International Relations and am also 
the Director of Student Publications at SUPRA.

I like writing, editing and publishing, and I would 
love for you to send through pieces on your research 
or on issues that you may be passionate about. I 
cannot emphasise enough, how important it is for 
postgraduate students to have a voice, and that’s 
what I’m here to do for you at SUPRA!

Ohh, I almost forgot, if you’re a muzo as well, and 
happen to like making hip-hop (or any other genre 
of music), lets connect and spit some verses or make 
some sick beats. Come on by and say hi!

My name is Marguerite Biasatti and I am a HDR 
student enrolled in the Doctor of Social Work 
program.
I am very enthusiastic about my Equity position as 
Disability Officer at SUPRA. 

Postgraduate study is full of delights and challenges, 
be it coursework or research based and it is essential 
that the Sydney University provide services to 
support those who identify with a disability.

My key aim is to enable postgraduate student use of 
support services that are need based and effective.
With the limited free time I have when not writing 
up my thesis, a favourite passion of mine is swanning 
in Myer or David Jones perfume departments and 
obtaining the most lastest samples. The SUPRA 
office is getting used to my ‘fragrance of the day’! 
Perhaps I have the read the book ‘ Perfume’ by 
Susskind too often?

The tale of an immigrant
ZUSHAN HASHMI | DIRECTOR OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS AT SUPRA | SHORT STORIES

With a pouch of cash and a one-way ticket to the 
unknown, he stepped onto the plane.

He could not stop wondering whether he had made 
the right call in taking this leap, and it would mean 
for his future, and the future of his family, whom he 
had to leave behind, hopefully, not for long though! 

Over the course of the flight, he contemplated his 
decisions – sleep seemed unlikely, in fact, impossible, 
as the calls for landing awoke him after he finally 
managed to catch a little bit of shut-eye.

Having collected his luggage, he made his way 
outside, the air was fresh, the traffic was loud, but 
the world seemed at peace, in its own way, anyway.

As he stopped a taxi, he couldn’t help but wonder 
what would become of his medical practice back 
home; after all, doctors weren’t given their due, at 
least, not where he came from.

This pleased him, not because 
of the common sight, rather the 

realisation that in a strange way, 
he was not alone in a  
place he had heard  

many odd things about.
As the driver opened up the boot for him, he saw a 
face that he was perhaps, a little more accustomed 
to. This pleased him, not because of the common 
sight, rather the realisation that in a strange way, 
he was not alone in a place he had heard many odd 
things about.

Alas, after a conversation that felt like a lifetime, he 
arrived at an old mate’s apartment.

His mate was away driving his taxi, so he had left 
the keys under the doormat.

Completely exhausted, the man made his way to the 
sofa and passed out on what would be his first time 
sleeping in a place that he hoped to one day call 
home.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

ZUSHAN HASHMI

More than 450 University of Sydney staff members 
belonging to the National Tertiary Education Union 
(NTEU) attended a mass meeting on September 
21 that voted to accept an agreement offer from 
management, rather than to continue strike action.

The negotiations have taken place in the context of 
university Vice-Chancellor Michael Spence moving 
forward with his “Strategic Plan” amalgamation 
program. The first casualty of this plan was Sydney 
College of the Arts, which had its funding gutted. 
Management has since attempted to sack science 
administration staff, casual staff at the administration 
building and staff in the IT department. While crying 
poor, the university has recently spent $2.3 billion 
on three buildings, given upper management a pay 
rise and has a budget surplus of at least $250 million 
and $1.8 billion in endowments.

The four main issues raised by the union were: no 
forced redundancies, with guaranteed redeployment 
to other departments; a better deal for casuals 
including sick leave and equal superannuation; 
opposition to the creation of teaching-only full-time 
positions; and an effective pay rise. 

Following the second strike action on September 
13, management made the union a new offer, which 
received the support of NTEU Sydney University 
Branch president Kurt Iveson and vice-presidents 
Damien Cahill and Mark Johnston. However, 
the NTEU Branch Committee was divided at an 
emergency meeting convened to discuss the offer, 
with six members supporting it and eight opposed. 
This division was expressed at the mass members 

meeting on September 21. Iveson argued in favour 
of accepting the agreement at the meeting, saying 
that “since bargaining began in March we have 
achieved so much”.

Among the benefits of the new deal, Iveson said, 
were that casuals would receive new payments 
at the beginning of their contracts (4 hours on 
commencement and every year), and if sick, would 
get paid for preparation time. About one third of 
staff are casual and 50% of teaching is conducted by 
casuals. Iveson said the new offer also secures nine 
months of redeployment throughout the university, 
as part of ameliorating the proposed sackings 
envisioned in the management’s Strategic Plan, 
and will see a reduction in teaching-only positions. 

Iveson noted, however, that the pay offer remained 
unchanged. Cahill and Johnston argued that if the 
offer was rejected, management would withdraw 
its current proposal and put forward an inferior one 
in its place.

Branch Committee member David Brophy put 
the motion to reject management’s agreement. A 
statement put out by those opposed to the offer 
said: “This offer doesn’t meet any of the goals we 
set.” On forced redundancies, the statement said: 
“Management can and should redeploy staff when 
their positions are made redundant. The December 
2019 sunset clause for 9-month redeployment in 
the offer is a ticking time-bomb. 

How will we feel in January 2020 if we don’t defend 
our jobs when we can?” The statement noted that 
the agreement did not offer casuals sick-leave 
or equality in superannuation pay (casual staff 
receive 12.5% and full time staff were offered 17% 
in management’s agreement). It also said that the 
offer did not safeguard the teaching-research nexus, 
adding: “The university is extremely wealthy and 
its expenditure on staff as a proportion of income 
is low. Its executives enjoy salaries that are fast 
becoming an International scandal, and it grants its 
[vice-chancellor] a bonus in excess of a professional 
salary.

“In this context, do we really deserve a real-terms 
pay cut?” After some debate, 301 union members 
voted to accept management’s offer, while 139 
voted to reject it. No further strike action will take 
place.

Speaking to Green Left Weekly , NTEU Sydney 
University Branch Committee member Nick 
Riemer said: “This was a textbook illustration of 
the paradoxes of bureaucratic unionism - mobilise 
maximum organising energy into suppressing 
rather than supporting members’ enthusiasm for 
exercising their power.

“And it succeeded brilliantly in turning last week’s 
unanimous vote for strike action into yesterday’s 
majority vote for settling, on practically an identical 
deal.

This article was originally published in the Green Left 
Weekly

Sydney University staff  
vote to accept agreement
RACHEL EVANS | EDUCATION OFFICER AT SUPRA 

 Picture: Lee Rhiannon/Twitter

The man awoke from the rumbling of a train, 
realising that he was late for his shift. After all, 
sharing a taxi on a daily basis with a mate is never 
easy. 

He thought about the  
sacrifices he had to make  
to be where he was now

As he was getting ready, he thought about the 
sacrifices he had to make to be where he was now. 
Contrary to most beliefs though, he didn’t have 
the time to question issues around systematic and 
institutional inequalities that were prevalent across 
the country that he now started calling home.

While he made his way to find his first customer of 
the evening, he was grinning profusely, because, 
after nearly six years in this country, his family 
would finally be joining him in a place that he hoped 
they too would one-day call home.

Having completed his shift, he cleaned up his house 
in preparation for his family’s arrival. Once again, 
sleep seemed to be an improbable option, as the 
anticipation and excitement were giving him an 
adrenaline rush.

After three coffees and no sleep, he headed to the 
airport, and waited for his family to arrive, having 
briefly spoken to them on their layover prior to the 
second leg of their trip. He couldn’t wait to see his 
daughters after 3 years, one was about to turn 12 
and the other was 9. 

As they drove back home, he pointed towards some 
of the famous monuments that he promised to take 
his children to, over the coming weeks. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

They had nearly reached their destination, and he 
could not help but feel nostalgic, the exhaust fumes 
of the car ahead made their way into his car, and 
they reminded him so much of the streets he grew 
up on. Quickly snapping out of it, he knew, that he 
would not have been able to provide his kids with 
the opportunities that they have today if he had 
stayed.

As he gazed across the park that his family and 
friends had taken over for the afternoon, he saw 
his youngest playing football with her friends and 
noticed that his older one was studying under a tree. 
He was pleased to see that like him, his family now 
called this place home.

On the insistence of his friends, he had recently 
opened up his own corner store. With his partner 
having achieved a considerable amount of success 
in her area of work over the few years that she was 
here, he felt that he no longer needed to drive a taxi. 
They had bought their own home, which was small 
in size, but as he always thought and proudly said 
to others, the people within it always made up for 
the lack of space.

After all, this is all he had ever 
wanted, to find peace, the very 
peace that he had felt when he 
first stepped out of the airport

After all, this is all he had ever wanted, to find peace, 
the very peace that he had felt when he first stepped 
out of the airport, over 12 years ago. He knew that 
such an environment would foster a better future 
for all of them.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

As peaceful as it was, he could not believe that 
it had been such a long time since he had gone 
back to where he once lived. Most of his siblings 
had immigrated to other parts of the world, and he 
would spend his hard-earned money to visit them.

But there was this anguish within him, of how he 
had let it all go; almost, a sense of guilt that he 
had forgotten his roots. This was not a feeling of 
ungratefulness; it was more of a longing. A longing 
for a time that seemed like yesterday, but was nearly 
20 years old.

He sold the three stores that he had built, and 
witnessed at the success of his wife, who had started 
her own clinic, and accomplished what he could not, 
he realised that it was all okay at the end, for they 
had truly made a life for themselves in a place that 
was truly their home. They had allowed their roots 
to grow deeper into this land instead.

Those years of couch surfing, 
driving taxis and  

sleepless nights, were  
worth every single minute.

And as he saw his daughters becoming the strong 
and independent women that he always hoped they 
would be, he knew without a fraction of a doubt, 
that those years of couch surfing, driving taxis and 
sleepless nights, were worth every single minute.

With his children now living their own lives, and 
age gradually creeping on him, he wondered what 
he would do next, but he knew whatever it might 
be, he no longer had to worry about these things. 
For he pursued his dream of having peace, much 
like his fellow immigrants around the world. And, 
he hoped that many of them would also follow in 
his footsteps, over the generations to come. After 
all, him and his family had also made it.



Every day you want to change what wrong people be-
lieve—military people, religious people, administra-
tion people, any people. People who believe something 
you do not. But, we don’t know what we should allow 
people to do in order to change what another person 
believes. Can we beat them into change? Can we re-
move love or act with violence? Must we give them 
reasons and evidence, or can we use other methods 
like showing images to create feelings? ?

Some people say “I have a right to believe what I 
want”. What they usually mean is they think they have 
a political right to believe, or they want to be free to 
believe, or to have security in themselves: they want to 
choose to believe without challenge.

I think they are wrong, because of the role what 
we believe plays in our life. Part of being a participant 
in the structure of society is to have what you believe 
challenged. This is healthy for politics and people. Also, 
we can’t avoid other people changing what we believe, 
even if we wanted to. So we need to know the right and 
kind methods to use to change what others’ believe.

My theory has three rules. Do not force people to 
believe something with violence or lies, unless they 
are a child. (Kids are a difficult case.) Always try to 
give people true reasons to change what they believe, 
instead of avoiding their reasoning ability. And, when 
possible, you must tell someone you are going to try to 
change what they believe before you use any method 
to do this—with reasons or without, as with emotions 
or images. This is probably the right way to change 
what other people believe.

Max Hall wrote a Philosophy honours thesis on free-
dom of belief, the justification of belief-influencing 
strategies and the constraints these issues place on 
principles of responsible doxastic influence.
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Target Sudoku

Quick

Cryptic

Target Rules: 
Minimum 4 letters per word. 5 words: 
surely you can do better!, 10 words: 
much to learn you still have, 15 words: a 
surprise to be sure, but a welcome one.

Down

Down

Across

Across

1. Tyler Posey used to play one (8)
2. Not good! (8)
3. Austen’s first novel (10,5)
5. All-night music video program (4)
6. Sherlock Holmes’ first appearance (1,5,2,7)
7. Be cleverer than (6)
8. One who gets cash (6)
11. Nearest train station to uni (7)
14. You might find one on a guitar or a person (1-6)
16. Actress Moore (8)
17. Souvenirs (8)
19. Dude (6)
20. You usually find this in a box (6)
23. Australia’s favourite Swedish super-band (4)

1. Kidney gets comfy seats (8)
2. Friend backs den for data (8)
3. A statute honoree stirs with longing (3,4,5,3)
5. Olympic city’s model in uproar (4)
6. Dancing at musical to classic song? (8,7)
 7 . = 3.5 and 3.5 (6)
8. Stare down as Lee rats out secret (4,2)
11. Lorna, deer, who am I again? (7)
14. Mostly all equipped and shocked (7)
16. Saint Peculiar-Looking (virgin) is trying (8)
17. Small milk substitute a blinder (8)
19. Louisa May, the legendary paralympian (6)
20. A UN connection from ABC (6)
23. Take layer off organ (4)

1. Actress Ryder (6)
4. It’s (02) in Sydney (4,4)
9. Look at (6)
10. A stirrer-up of public feeling (8)
12. DC comics franchise featuring Dr. Manhattan (8)
13. Look at with pleasure (6)
15. Coelacanth, for one (6,6)
18. When your friends succeed in making you do 
something you do not want to do (4,8)
21. That old guy from Star Wars (3-3)
22. Southern Sydney suburb (8)
24. Galago (4,4)
25. Pluto used to be one (6)
26. Mundane (8)
27. 2004 Olympic city (6)

1. Abundant ass for each (6)
4. Rotten luck to Award Lea by mistake (1,3,4)
9. A small uni class often this way?! (6)
10. Said to lose in French town (8)
12. Poetic lord to cry at Bluesfest town (5,3)
13. Iggy’s flower (6)
15. Isolation using transparent material is a barrier 
to women (12)
18. Acted immoral, became overdone (12)
21. Museum’s work loses euros after latest scandal 
(6)
22. Shakespeare heroine to outperform grain (8)
24. Stares even harder at viewpoints? (8)
25. Everything I hesitate on is an onion, perhaps (6)
26. Trump’s favourite activity makes tea sound then 
piss sound (8)
27. “Democracy sausage, perhaps?” chirped the 
Queen (6)

Puzzles by El Snake 
and Psicose

If you’re interested in puzzles, check out CrossSoc, 
USyd’s own crossword and puzzles society.

I’M SO FUCKING SICK AND TIRED 
OF THE PHOTOSHOP 

Students attending class in the 
New Law Annexe last week were 
surprised to find advertisements 
in the building’s bathroom stalls 
for a service that would retouch 
their pictures from the faculty’s 
Law Ball, held on October 6.

The posters advertised three ser-
vices: a “skin fix” ($5), a “hair fix” 
($7) and a “background fix” ($8).

“Make your Law Ball pictures 
perfect with PROPHO,” the post-
ers read, promising a same-day 
service for customers who sent 
the company their picture over 
Facebook Messenger (which 

The Camperdown Public Chatterbox
might be an odd choice, consid-
ering Facebook’s tendency for  
compressing images).

The posters featured a picture 
from the evening taken by pho-
tography business House of Cameo, 
which was contracted by SULS for 
the event, with the tagline, “Because 
your pictures deserve to be perfect.”

SULS Socials co-Director Eric 
Gonzales told Honi SULS did not en-
dorse the advertising campaign, and 
were not aware of it until the post-
ers went up on Wednesday morning.

But what is PROPHO? The busi-
ness was started earlier this month 
by architecture student Deidre Mair. 
She told Honi it was likely PROPHO 
would target future campus events 
in their advertising.

Honi asked USyd photography 
stalwarts House of Cameo – favour-
ites of the college ball scene – if they 
minded their (already very heavily 
edited) pictures being used to ad-
vertise a photography retouching 
service, and they disappointed us by 
revealing Mair was a friend of theirs 
who had asked permission. 

No word on uptake for the ser-
vice, but if you see any law students 
opting for a DP change this long af-
ter Law Ball, you’ll know why. 

JUST PAUL’S THINGS

Eager to avoid the controversy of 
past years’ themes, including “Last 
night of the Raj”, it seems St Paul’s 
College has returned to what they 
do best for their annual formal: os-
tentatious displays of their parents’ 
wealth. St Paul’s boys and their 
dates enjoyed dodgem cars, ice 
sculptures and fireworks. A typical 
ice sculpture starts at about $700 
and goes up from there. 

It’s no wonder that St Paul’s can 
afford the extravagances. At just 
a shade over $800 per week, with 
most expenses factored in, St Paul’s 
truly is a haven on campus for the 
rich and entitled. Should you wish 
to do without the fireplace and 
stodgy meals, you could rent an en-
tire three-bedroom terrace in Rand-
wick for that much.

A CUTTING-EDGE SWITCH

Sarah Cutter-Russell, the President 
of Sci-Soc who was elected to SRC 
on Switch, took her former com-
rades’ brand name far too seriously. 
In a move that is sure to russell the 
left’s jimmies, Cutter-Russell cut a 
deal with Liberal Manning Jeffrey 
to endorse Vision and Panda candi-

dates at repselect. Cutter-Russell’s 
defection will also give the right 
a narrow majority on Council, ef-
fectively making Imogen Grant a 
lame-duck President. In a statement 
posted on Facebook, Cutter-Russell 
explained that after discussions 
with Jeffrey and fellow Liberal  
Jacob Masina, she decided that the 
deal was the best way to maintain 
her “apolitical standpoint”. Honi 
doesn’t really understand how cut-
ting a deal with the right is in any 
way apolitical, nor why anybody 
without political convictions would 
want to enter the partisan shitshow 
that is Stupol. 

REALLY LONG
MANY WORDS

Soccer 
Champs!

Congratulations to our 
under 10’s soccer team 

for their heroic 5-0 victory 
against rival team ‘USU’! 

Thanks to all parents who 
provided orange slices and 

car-pooling.

What to

Hi UberEats,
My Pepsi was missing 
from my UberEats 
order at 2AM.
This was extremely 
distressing to find 
after looking forward 
to my Pepsi for 40 
minutes. 
Please rectify this 
situation by sending 
me a new Pepsi.
Thanks.

say
your Pepsi is 
missing from 

your UberEats 
order at 2AM

when

1.
2.

3. 

4.

5.



Turn your house 
carbon neutral!

Cold case: Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier

The nominees for the 2017 Aria Awards were 
announced on Monday night, to much excite-
ment around the country.

Nessun Dorma from Puccini’s Turandot led 
the charge again this year, with five nominations.

The aria, performed in the final act of the 
opera, which was first performed in 1926, has 
been the most nominated aria at the awards 
since they began in 1987.

“To be honest, it’s the only aria most people 
know,” Aria Association president John Francis 
told The Garter Press. “It’s the only one I know.”

“Is it strange that we have a whole awards 
night just to celebrate one specific type of op-
era song? I guess, now that you mention that. 
I suppose it’s a little weird.”

Nessun Dorma was followed by Habanera 
from Bizet’s Carmen and Largo Al Factotum 
from The Barber of Seville by Rossini, which 
each received three nominations. 

The Toreador Song from Carmen was also 
nominated.

“Are we going to do awards nights for the 
other types of opera songs? No. No not really, 
this is the only one.” Francis noted.

By composer, Puccini was the most award-
ed, with nominations for arias in Turandot, 
Madama Butterfly, La Boheme and Tosca.

Summertime from George Gershwin’s 
1935 opera Porgy and Bess was the only Eng-
lish language aria nominated.”

2017 Aria Award 
nominations 
announced

Simply purchase a  
series of solar panels, batteries,  
wind turbines that will cost you  
three hundred thousand dollars. P3»

Got an issue with your partner? Don’t 
talk to them — instead, write a juicy 
Guardian thinkpiece

Lovers around Australia, tired of useless re-
lationship books and pricey couples thera-
py, have found a new, inexpensive, effective 
way to solve their relationship woes: writing 
graphic, indepth, tell-all thinkpieces about 
their problems and hangups on the popular 
British-owned publication The Guardian.

As these couples are finding, rather than 
using love, compassion, and trust to over-
come complex difficulties in a relationship, 
issues seem to simply vanish when one 
member writes a racy, provocative exposé of 
all their partner’s flaws on an international 
media platform, to be read by thousands. 

Jacqueline Smythe, the twenty-seven year 
old author of The Guardian’s latest hit “My 
boyfriend is pathetic boring mess — help!” 
noted, “It really allowed us to emotionally 
heal. I couldn’t imagine a better way to com-
municate with Terry than through an inter-
nationally syndicated newspaper.”

Bridget Moretti, whose husband Philip 

Moretti wrote the well publicized piece “How 
do I tell my wife that she, you know, has an 
odor ‘down there?’” explained, “I always tell 
people, there’s nothing humiliating or emo-
tionally illiterate about it. When I read all 
my failings as a person published on a huge 
international scale, I didn’t feel betrayed or 
disgraced at all. Just like any normal person, 
I was like — cool. How can I use this to make 
myself a better partner?”

“Talk to her?” Moretti responded to his crit-
ics, “What good is talking to her when she could 
inadvertently read a long, accusatory thinkpiece 
about her shortcomings in The Guardian?”

“Some people seem to think my fellow 
Guardian lifestyle writers are part of a gener-
ation of young people completely starved of 
authentic emotional relationships, who turn 
to forms of social enterprise instead of doing 
the difficult work of repairing the hurt caused 
by differing interpretations of love and rela-
tionships. They’re wrong.”

When asked why they’re wrong, Moretti 
responded “I can’t tell you now. You’ll just 
have to read my Guardian thinkpiece about it 
coming out next week.”

Aidan Molins

Mary Ward

Jayce Carrano

Relationship Expert

Arts Expert

Lifestyle Reporter

A couple (right) talking to one another, something that is absolutely not necessary in a functional relationship

For decades, an unknown 
soldier has laid in the Canberra’s 
Australian War Memorial. Why has no 
one been able to crack the case?  P8»

Man lies down in group photo in attempt to mask 

insecurity and crippling need for attention

23-year-old Nate Schofield is infamous 
among the Camperdown Kookaburras Divi-
sion 6 men’s cricket team for always placing 
himself at the centre of attention.

“I don’t think we’ve ever had a photo of 
him where he wasn’t horizontal,” says Mar-
cus Cameron, the team’s opening bowler. 
“You’d be hardpressed to find a photo he’s 
posted on Facebook that wasn’t captioned 
‘paint me like one of your French girls’.”

“At our end of season drinks last year, 
it had been pouring and we were all dressed 
up nicely and that still didn’t stop Nate from 
getting to the ground and ruining his $1000 
suit just so he would stick out in the picture.”

Nate is unapologetic about his atten-
tion-grabbing tendency.  “I mean who 

wouldn’t want me right up front and centre, 
hey? Definitely improves the photo, have you 
seen the mugs on some of these fellas.”

Nate’s latest exploit occurred during his 
team’s photo following their victory in the 
grand final. In an innovative new move, 
Nate debuted a ‘thumbs up’ gesture while 
also managing to place a can of beer visibly 
by his side.

“The planning that goes into it would sur-
prise you.” says team captain, Miles Doug-
las. “Nate often makes whoever’s behind the 
camera take two dozen different shots while 
he carefully adjusts his pose.” 

The rest of Nate’s team say they toler-
ate his self-aggrandising behaviour out of 
pity. “Look, he’s never had a stable rela-
tionship, he’s in a dead end retail job, he’s 
not that much of a looker. We’d just feel bad 
if we didn’t let him have these little victo-
ries,” says Miles. “It really seems to make  
his day.”

Chronic self-saboteur sabotages own self-sabotage, breaks vicious cycle
Ann Ding
University Correspondent

On Saturday, October 14, Angela Maneer-
attana, a third-year arts/nursing student, 
disrupted her own downward spiral into 
self-destruction by destroying the very spiral 
that she was about to embark on.

“I never knew this was possible. I was 
about to go and find a therapist but somehow 
I’ve cured myself by pushing my self-sabo-
tage to its absolute extreme. I guess I forced 
my mind to reset.”

Maneerattana, who usually drinks to 
excess four or five nights a week and of-
ten wakes up too late to attend her classes, 
stayed sober for the entire week. She explains 
this was due to her complete inability to leave 
the house.

“Yeah, I was mostly in bed or in the bath-
room looking at my pores,” Maneerattana 
told The Garter. “Who knew my obsessive 
skin picking could solve my alcoholism?”

“While I was at home and spending all my 
money online on socks and makeup brushes 
that I’ll never use, I opened a string of about 

Schofield combining a beer and thumbs-up with his classic horizontal posture

Maneerattana reading while sober

2017 Aria Award nominees: full list
• Nessun Dorma
• Habanera
• Largo Al Factotum
• O Mio Babbino Caro
• Un Bel Di Vedremo
• Vesti La Giubba
• Quando M’en Vo
• Vissi d’Arte
• The Toreador Song
• ARIA, that restaurant rich people go to on 

their anniversary
• Aria, “area” autocorrected on your phone
• Arya Stark
• Aria, “Daria” without the “D”

fifty tabs, which took me to a job listing web-
site, and to distract myself from my overdue 
assignment, I applied for a job as a dentist’s 
receptionist.”

Although Maneerattana emptied her en-
tire bank account on online purchases, she 
is unconcerned about her financial situation; 
she has since interviewed for the receptionist 
job, and will be starting work there this week.

“Oh yeah, and I stayed up all Wednesday 
and Thursday just going deeper and deeper 
into my Wiki-hole. I didn’t sleep for 57 hours.”

This feat caused Maneerattana to inad-
vertently fall asleep at 7pm on Friday night; 
she informed The Garter that this involved 
passing out into her bowl of instant noodles. 
She woke at 7am the day after, completely 
resetting her sleep cycle.

“I was totally on track to ruin my life 
last week. I was about to try heroin for the 
first time. But I procrastinated chatting to 
my dealer, because talking to her makes me 
anxious, and instead I went and watched 
slime videos on Instagram for three hours. 
Now I know how to make slime and I’m sell-
ing it to all these strangers on the internet  
for money.”

Secret Teacher: You 
might think I base it on 
the writing skill of my 
students, but I actually 
hand 
out pen 
licenses 
completely 
arbitrarily

Since you’re here ...

... we have a small favour to 

ask. More people are reading 

the Garter than ever, but in 

order to continue publishing 

our articles, we need $1bn 

dollars in small unmarked 

bills, dropped off in a bag 

at the corner of Smith and 

Joplin. With your support, we 

can continue reporting on the 

important stories. Thank you.
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Last week, the university removed a mural of an orgy 
celebrating queer visibility. This is another orgy by the 
same artist. Follow him on instagram: @samleightondore.


